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Dee Lee", "Little Pig", and "Last Train to
Memphis". The lead guitar player being a
fan of Jimmy Lee, he played "Sweet Love
On My Mind", "Love Me" and "Teardrops
Valley" from The Lonesome Drifter
repertoire for all of us.

A FRENCH LETTER
Here's a little report about our thrilling
weekend in London and to thank you and
the TFTW crew for that great event. I
know from my close friend Lucky that you
tried to check on me at the end of the
show but we had already left the
legendary place. Even if Roy Young's
performance was great, my wife was
really tired having been there since 2 pm
and we had to catch our plane at 1 pm on
Monday.

When the rehearsal was over we
headed, minus the musicians, for an
Italian restaurant and stayed together
until 11.00 pm talking about Elvis, Tillman
Franks, Jimmy Lee, Dale Hawkins,
Colonel Parker, Tommy Sands, Mister
Shelby Singleton and so and so. A
fabulous time and luckily we left in time to
catch
the
last
underground
to
Paddington.
We met again with Alton and Margaret on
Sunday afternoon around 4.00 pm for the
sound check at the Club. We were there
from 2.30 pm and we had the luck to talk
with and collect some autographs from
Wee Willie Harris, Terry Dene, Tony
Sheridan and Brian "Licorice" Locking on
some rare records.

Roy Young © Paul Harris

We had left home on Saturday January
30th at 6.45 am to be in central London
for 11.30 am. As soon as we came into
London, we headed to Margaret and
Alton's hotel and spent 30 minutes with
Alton trading gifts with them and two
friends from Shreveport. Next we moved
to our own hotel and enjoyed shopping
until it was time to meet again at The
Kings Head.

Claire Hamlin © Paul Harris

All of those guys gave a great
performance with The Tales From The
Woods Houseband. Please would you be
kind enough to give me the name of each
band member and special greetings go to
the pumping piano gal. I need the
information for my report for the web and
magazines.

We arrived from Camden Town at
around 6.00 pm and Margaret's rehearsal
with the band was doing great. It was
fabulous to be there to enjoy "Reconsider
Me", "I Fly Away", "Jambalaya", "John
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I also bought the book "Rockin' at the
2i's" and had the pleasure of meeting
Dick Tapp and his wife for the first time
and to meet again Dave Travis. I saw him
many times on stage backing US
performers like Janis Martin, Buddy Knox
or Eddie Bond in the ‘80s.

with the great support of the band and
everybody enjoyed her set even if it was
too short for my own taste.
Margaret Lewis © Paul Harris

Margaret did great on stage and we
enjoyed each of her eight songs.
Everything was perfect and fortunately
she didn't get any sound troubles. It was
really thrilling when, after her fifth song,
she told the crowd about my wife's
birthday and made them all sing "Happy
Birthday" to her. What a surprise!

It was cool to see her wearing that
beautiful red jacket and sharp looking
pair of cowboy boots. Alton wore a
beautiful RAM beige cap and a Louisiana
Hayride green shirt that made him "Hey
Good Looking". I like it! After her set we
talked for a while and headed back to the
hotel. For us, the party was over. Great!

It was great also to have Mister Ted
Carroll introduced to the crowd for his
great work on Chiswick/ACE. Having my
Vince Taylor's "Brand New Cadillac" on
Chiswick autographed by Tony Sheridan
and Licorice makes that time very
special. I talked for a while with the man
who made my friend Glen Glenn a
legend on our side of the ocean.

Thanks for the pleasure given to us by
the TFTW gang and by the performers
and musicians.
Your travelling friend from France.

Tony Sheridan © Paul Harris

Dominique
"Imperial"
Viviane
ANGLARES
QUEFFELEC.

ANGLARES,
and
Lucky

Keith Woods © Paul Harris

“Bonjour and merci for the kind words. I
am glad you had a great time but it’s a
shame you had to leave before the end.
Maybe you can stay longer next time”

Brian ‘Licorice’ Locking © Paul Harris

In my opinion Margaret stole the show
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Clover
the
Fluffy
Pig once
again
says
“HOLD
THE
THIRD
PAGE!”

September 25th at the Inn On The Green, Thorpe
Close, Portobello Green, off the Portobello Road;
Ladbroke Grove tube station is barely a minute
walk away, whilst Notting Hill Gate tube is about a
casual 10 minute stroll down the world famous
Portobello Road. It’s also worth pointing out that
the 52 bus that trundles its way from Victoria
Station to the suburbs of West London stops just
yards from the venue. Try and make it as it is
indeed going to be a fun night; live music from
'Tales From The Woods Houseband' along with
many special guests, vintage and recent music
film clips on a big screen, buffet and plenty of time
in between to natter with friends old and new.
Please bring the flyer along with you on the
evening, as it is your invitation. We don’t have
time to send out personal invitations, but please
bring family and friends, there is no restriction on
numbers. “Plenty of room at the inn” as they say.

Back again folks with issue 56, thankfully with a
gap far narrower than last time round I am
pleased to say. As rumoured for some
considerable while Tales From The Woods
magazine is going on line permanently. Sadly this
will be our last paper issue in bulk, all down to
cost we are sorry to say; we simply can no longer
sustain the considerable costs of printing. The
only way that the magazine could continue in its
present format would mean pricing itself out of
proportion.

Whilst on the subject of birthdays, I must mention
Angela Robinson, loyal lifelong fan of the
Mississippi Flash from Tupelo, Elvis Presley, and
wife for nearly forty years of Peter Robinson,
President of the Hastings branch of the Hank the
glove puppet cowboy appreciation society. I am
sure you will all want to join in wishing Angela a
evening to remember as she turns the magical
Woodie age of 60 at a function hall in her adopted
town of residence on the Sussex coast. By the
time you receive the mag her great day of June
26th will have been and gone; just simply raise a
glass, open your front door and shout vaguely in
the direction of Hastings "Hope you had a
fantastic evening Angela".

Hi Gang,

We will however continue to print a limited amount
of hard copies as there are still folks amongst us
who are oblivious to the lure of the internet. So if
you are one of these good folks please let me
know here at TFTW Towers as we need to draw
up a list for those who still wish to receive TFTW
through the post. Equally if there are loyal
Woodies who may not be on our round-robin list
but wish to receive the mag on line, we need to
know your email address. If you wish to remain off
the round-robin list but want to receive TFTW on
line please let us know.









Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says
farewell to the great jazz/folk/skiffle/blues guitarist
Diz Disley who passed away after a long illness
on 22 March 2010 aged 78.
Illness prevented this legendary maestro of roots
music ever appearing at any of the Tales From
The Woods four 2is shows or indeed the godfather of these 100 Club gigs, Skiffle 50 at the
Water Rats in Kings Cross. Although I am proud
to say that Diz was at the first of the 100 Club
shows, sadly he could not perform as he was too
unwell. However, he was in the room and that was
certainly good enough for me. I did get to see Diz
play at the 100 Club, promoted by my
predecessor of the 2is shows, Mr Derek Mason,
who bravely put the late great Lonnie Donegan
and many heroes of the skiffle era inside the
Royal Albert Hall. Diz naturally was wonderful.

At the time of writing it has not yet been decided
what exact format the magazine will be presented
on line. It is something that will be discussed and
decided upon at a TFTW round-table committee
meeting, We will let you all know what has been
decided via newsletter, round-robin email etc.
However we have no plans to discontinue the
traditional postal method for the newsletter.
A quick reminder folks, whilst we are on the
subject, Tales From The Woods is not a closed
shop. If you are a subscriber then you are more
than welcome to submit an article on subject
matter of your own choice. TFTW Being the
world’s first democratic co-operative roots music
magazine everyone is a contributor if they choose
to be.

For a vast number of years Diz by all accounts
drove an old, unreliable yellow Rolls Royce
hearse, breaking down it has been said as many
times as he would forget to take his guitar along to
folk clubs that he was booked to perform at, as
eccentric off stage as on. His repertoire would

A flyer is enclosed inside Issue 56, inviting all
Woodies to my birthday bash on Saturday
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include George Formby songs; actually Diz was a
huge fan of the Lancashire lamppost leaner, and
in 1965 recorded an album of Formby songs. The
sleeve included a cartoon designed by Disley
himself of Formby astride a huge
stick of Blackpool rock, the title
being 'Eee what a whopper' and
there lay Diz’s other great talent as
a cartoonist and illustrator, his
work often seen on album covers,
posters, and in the music press.
His jazz murals, sadly now
obliterated, once adorned the
backdrop to the 100 Club
bandstand, once also lining the
walls on the descent to the
basement of the long gone but
never to be forgotten Dobells
Record shop in the Charing Cross
Road, an area now occupied by
tacky tourist traps and bars.

recruited by Bob Barclay, leader and tuba player
of the recently formed Yorkshire Jazz Band.
Without actually realising it Diz was settling into a
life of semi pro jazz musician, journeying
throughout much of the country
south of the Scottish borders. Whilst
in the capital in 1949 to perform a
few gigs with the band he
experienced a life changing event
when he witnessed the legendary
New Orleans jazz pioneer, who at
this period of time had taken up
residence in France, Sidney Bechet
at a London concert.
Soon dreaded National Service
intervened which found the teenage
recruit holed up in Trieste, Italy.
Back on civvy street Diz returned to
Leeds, where he survived by selling
cartoons to The Spectator, Radio
Times, and Melody Maker. He spent
the summer season of 1953 in Morecombe,
Lancs, as part of a comedy harmony group, the
Godfrey Brothers. Once this was over he headed
for London which would prove to be his
permanent home, commencing a heady period
hanging out at the Mandrake Club where Brendan
Behan famously fell drunkenly down the stairs,
landing on top of Diz. Playing by now more guitar
than the banjo with all the top trad bands on the
circuit at the time such as, Ken Coyler, Cy Laurie,
Alex Welch, Sandy Brown, Kenny Ball and
recording with virtually all of them.

The post war revival of New Orleans Jazz,
prompted any number of amateur musicians to
play for fun, purists amongst them inspired a deep
commitment to the New Orleans cause. A handful
of others eventually went on to build long and
substantial careers, Diz being at the helm of the
latter. Attracted at first to the earthy and exciting
jazz pioneers before trading in his banjo for a
guitar, and treading an all together different path
that led into the Django Reinhardt school of
playing, which would find him spending ten years
working with Django’s ex musical partner the
great French jazz violinist Stephane Grappelli.

It was around this period that Diz and George
Melly first met, where the late flamboyant jazz
singer and art historian describes Diz in his
autobiography as having an in-built anti-success
mechanism, citing missing deadlines for drawings,
missed meetings, and so forth, Working for the
BBC as a compere for radio broadcasts once
again missing several on a few occasions as he
was in jail for contempt of income tax court.
Disley found favour on the folk club circuit even
living above one for a while in Queensway, before
a chance meeting at the Cambridge Folk Festival
in 1973 with Stephane Grappelli led to an
artistically brilliant ten year tenure, greeted with
tumultuous applause by the 10.000 strong
audience signalling that they had hit on a
partnership that was indeed something special.
They toured the world together, TV concerts and
major concerts like the Carnegie Hall and the
endless round of festivals, one of which in
London’s Alexandra Palace Jazz Festival a near
30 years younger self witnessed the magic that
they weaved together on a bill that unbelievable
as it now would seem featured Fats Domino,
Dizzy Gillespie, Muddy Waters, Chuck Berry, and
Dave Brubeck.

William Charles ‘Diz’ Disley was born on the 27th
May 1931 in Canada where his Welsh born father
had gone in search of labouring work. Soon
though, for reasons lost to family history, he
returned home with a tiny Diz in tow, relocating
first back to his native Wales before settling in
Yorkshire. It was at Leeds College of Art where a
teenage Disley enrolled, which by sheer
coincidence was also a Yorkshire hotbed for
Traditional Jazz. Naturally in no time Diz was
sitting in, first on sax, followed swiftly by the
trumpet, before settling for the banjo, playing in all
student band the Vernon City Ramblers until being
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Muriel Belcher, an imperious lesbian with a
fondness for insulting banter. Under her tenure
the club acquired a raucous artistic bohemian
clientele that included the likes of Francis Bacon,
Lucian Freud, John Deakin, Daniel Farsons, and
Frank Auerbach. In settlement of overdue bar
bills, hard up members would hand over works of
art, several of which adorned the club's dark
green walls along with an assortment of
photographs and other memorabilia which
accentuated the claustrophobic ambience of this
cramped and dingy one room upon a first floor
Georgian building.

Although the pair fell out regularly and
dramatically, mutual respect and admiration held
them together.

When Muriel Belcher died in 1979 her throne was
inherited by bottle-nosed, brandy-marinated
barman Ian Board, who maintained her tradition of
unprovoked belligerence. While Muriel had
specialised
in
acerbic
one-liners,
Board
specialised in colourful expletive-strewn tirades.
When Board finally passed in a booze sodden
haze in 1994, he bequeathed the club to his long
suffering barman Michael Wojas, repaying 13
years of stamina sapping loyalty, quoted as saying
that he spent more time in the Colony Room than
at home.

After finally splitting from Grappelli, Diz moved to
Spain in 1988, where he opened a Jazz Bar and
Club, returning to the UK during the decade that
followed, working as a free-lance player, as well
as leading his own groups and overseas tours
until a heart attack followed by the onset of
dementia slowed him down. He never married and
has left no direct survivors.
Diz’s period at the forefront of skiffle has been
quite well documented elsewhere but it should be
mentioned that during these halcyon days he
worked in bands led by or including Nancy
Whiskey, Bob Court, Chas McDevitt, Hylda Sims,
Lonnie Donegan, and Ken Coyler to name but just
six. 1967 saw him as a guest on Martin Carthy
and Dave Swarbrick’s first instrumental album
‘Rags, Reels & Airs’. Half a dozen years later in
1973 he played on Sandy Denny’s album ‘Like An
Old Fashioned Waltz’. Around the same period
found him as an informed folk music commentator
for the BBC, and what may not be common
knowledge is that he introduced The Beatles on
their first London concert. In 1999 he cut an album
entitled ‘Blues In The Backyard’ with singer
Johnny Silvo.

Michael Wojas was born on the 9th August 1956
in London, attending Haberdashers' Aske's Boys'
School in Hertfordshire before studying chemistry
at Nottingham University. Upon completing his
degree in 1981 he searched around for temporary
employment whilst pondering how to spend the
rest of his life. Via his girlfriend’s mother he
landed a job as barman of the colony room. Being
a shy young man from a sheltered upbringing
Wojas, to say the least, would appear to be illequipped for a life amongst an assortment of
bohemians in this London arena of sharp tongued
barbed comments, withering sarcasm and
assorted bad behaviour. Against the odds he
flourished, offering an incongruously sensitive
counterpoint to the excesses of his boss.

“I always carry brandy in case I am bitten by a
snake...which I also carry”
“I only drink to steady myself... sometimes I get so
steady I can’t move”
Diz Disley









Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says
farewell to Michael Wojas, genial barman and
owner of London’s last bastion of boozy bohemia,
the Colony Room in Dean Street, Soho.
The Colony Room, founded in 1948, was by far
the longest surviving of those clubs that had
flourished in the era before the liberalisation of
British licensing laws in the early sixties. In those
days the Colony and other such establishments
enabled determined boozers to continue drinking
when the pubs were closed. Its founder was

Upon acquiring the club in 1994, fully aware that
its survival depended on recruiting fresh blood, he
soon had a generation of new young artists
cavorting in his dishevelled, smoke filled kingdom.
Film maker John Maybury, recalling fondly his
times spent in the Colony Room during a recent
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BBC Radio 4 interview, remembered one
particular evening when the revels went on
through the night. Michael was performing his
Alistair Sim like role of gym mistress whilst the
film maker himself, along with Lisa Stansfield and
Sarah Lucas, completely blotto did forward rolls
across the carpet.

He was a huge fan of what would become known
as traditional jazz, or more likely known then as
early jazz or Dixieland, becoming a self taught
pianist, learning purely from records of the
pioneering masters. Come 1941 George was
leading his own band of like-minded young
musicians called the George Webb Dixielanders
playing a regular gig in the downstairs bar of the
Red Barn Pub at Barnehurst. There can be little
doubt that George Webb and his band were the
only musicians playing the music of Kid Ory, King
Oliver, or early Louis Armstrong anywhere in the
UK at that time. It surely must have sounded alien
to ears weaned on crooners and British dance
bands. However word spread rapidly and, within a
relatively short space of time, the Red Barn
became the centre piece attraction of early jazz
and for a further six years, many aspiring
musician would make the pilgrimage to deepest
North Kent to see the George Webb Dixielanders
play. One such young man was a newly
demobbed grenadier guard, first year art student
and aspiring jazz trumpeter Humphrey Lyttelton.

John Maybury in 1997 directed the Francis Bacon
biopic ‘Love Is The Drug’ with Derek Jacobi
performing brilliantly in the lead role; many
sequences were filmed in the confines of the
Colony Room where Bacon had spent many of his
social hours. Michael was employed as an extra,
bringing many sozzled veteran members back to
the club who actually believed that Bacon was
back amongst them, patiently having to explain
that their old drinking partner was quite some time
dead and they were simply making a movie.
A decade after Maybury’s film came out, the lease
on the Colony expired, and with Michael’s health
deteriorating rapidly, he decided to close the club
and sell many of its better known paintings along
with numerous memorabilia and photographs
which resulted in a bitter legal dispute with many
of the regulars. He was diagnosed as suffering
from cancer soon after the club’s closure.
In the final years of his life, Wojas was proud to
register what was, for any Colony Room stalwart,
an accomplishment most rare, by giving up both
smoking and drinking.
On my last visit, Michael appeared distant,
preoccupied with his thoughts, strangely ill at ease
behind the bar that had taken up so much of his
everyday life, The club had lost its essence of Joie
de Vivre.







During the six year tenure at the Red Barn an ever
growing number of venues sprang up nationwide
all, without exception, modelling themselves on
the Belvedere creator. Naturally with the buzz
came the coverage in the music press for George
and the Dixielanders along with frequent radio
broadcasts. 1948 would see the demise of the
Dixielanders, George would go on to work as a
pianist in Humphrey Lyttelton’s band, playing a
venue every reader of this magazine without
exception would now know as the 100 Club, no
longer playing to beer sipping aficionados of a
certain age, but students with bags of energy to
spare to dance to this exciting brand of jazz now
becoming known as traditional.



Tales From The Woods raises a glass to say
farewell to the man dubbed the Father of
Traditional Jazz in the United Kingdom, George
Webb, who died on 10 March 2010 aged 92.
Born George Horace Webb in Camberwell South
London on 8th October 1917, son of a music hall
artist father who performed in a double act with
baby George’s uncle. Indeed his earliest
memories were of the pair spending many long
hours in the family home rehearsing. Later the
Family moved to what in those days would have
been considered the leafy suburbs of Belvedere,
Kent.

George was indeed a small man by all accounts
with tiny hands, described by his then boss and
later intellectual wit of the nation’s airwaves as
being like “a pair of kittens scampering up and
down the keyboard”.
In 1951 George would leave Humph’s band to
concentrate on promoting nationwide what he had
more or less single-handedly created - the
traditional jazz movement. Sunday nights at the
Shakespeare Hotel at Woolwich, South London
would become an early success, running for a
considerable number of years through to the early
sixties.

School days behind him, George found himself in
employment at Vickers Armstrong armaments
factory near Dartford which would bode well for
him once war broke out in 1939. By now a highly
skilled machine-gun fitter he was thus exempt
from call up.
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For ten years George was a part of Jazz Show
Promotions, booking countless bands and singers
that are now maybe not household names but
certainly iconic giants in the field of jazz.

hardly suited the young Dennis better, where his
artistic aspirations could fall upon sympathetic
ears along with the understanding that only the
relatively intellectual surrounds could offer.

However no amount of business acumen can
destroy a musician’s will to play and by the early
seventies George was back on a piano stool
touring throughout Europe with singer Jo Starr
and in 1974 forming a new Dixielanders Band.
By the latter half of the seventies George had a
new project, running a pub in Stansted, Essex,
naturally booking bands who played the music to
which he had dedicated his life, often sitting in
with them.
In the mid eighties George would give up the pub
and move back to Belvedere, and on 4th July
1985 a plaque was unveiled by George at the pub
where he had created the trad jazz movement, the
Red Barn, officially announcing his retirement
although that would not stop George sitting in, or
being a guest with, a number of bands, even
leading his own temporary outfits along the way.
George was always the first to volunteer for a
charity event, participating in a vast number. 1998
would find him taking a prominent role in
celebrations for Humphrey Lyttelton’s half century
in band leadership. He continued to play
spasmodically through to the end of his life,
although he sadly died two months prior to a big
celebration planned for him to mark 70 years as a
band leader.

Hanging out in the right places, in company of the
right people in all aspects of the arts would
eventually pay off very handsomely by landing
himself a supporting role alongside ‘50s cinematic
icon James Dean, the then up and coming and
stunningly attractive (in the girl next door kind of
way) Natalie Wood along with a youngster among
a young cast, Sal Mineo playing out his infatuation
with the older heroic Dean with almost innocent
conviction to great effect in Rebel Without A
Cause (hands up any Woodie who has not seen
this film at some point in their lives).
Dean left a major impression on the aspiring actor
that would last throughout his life both artistically
and psychologically. Dean's commitment to the art
of acting profoundly influenced Hopper leaving
him reluctant to bend to the whims of directors,
which naturally often caused friction throughout
his long career. Written off more than once as
being impossible to work with, refusing to take
directors’ advice and instructions, demanding to
do a scene his way. For example in one film, a
western directed by old Hollywood trooper Henry
Hathaway, deliberately screwing up a single line
87 times in an attempt to play a scene his way.

A little of New Orleans came to the Kentish
suburb of Sidcup, bringing its high street to a
standstill as hundreds paid homage to the father
of traditional jazz; amongst the mourners were
veterans from the days of the Red Barn one of
which, 81 year old Jim Sales, was quoted as
saying “I was one of the originals from the Red
Barn in the 40s, it was where it all started,
everyone knew George." Another elderly gent
from those early days was heard to say, "He was
regarded as the grandfather of traditional jazz."
Indeed, I am sure that is the way he would wish to
be remembered.







Before James Dean would drive his Porsche into
history, Hopper would play alongside his hero a
second time in Giant which also starred British
actress Elizabeth Taylor and Hollywood’s
foremost leading man Rock Hudson. His career
flowered through the sixties and into the seventies
in art movies, for example alongside Paul
Newman and George Kennedy in the wonderful
Cool Hand Luke.



Tales From The Woods yet again sadly has to
raise a glass to American film actor/director
Dennis Hopper who died aged 74 at his home on
29th May 2010.

But it would be the hippy counter culture road
movie which would make his name and cement
his reputation, A film in which he co-wrote, codirected and co-starred alongside his then close
friend Peter Fonda. The film released in 1969,
Easy Rider, explored America’s relationship with
itself at the height of the Vietnam War, Like Rebel
Without A Cause some fourteen years prior it
captured the mood of the time perfectly.

He was born in Dodge City on 17th May 1936.
After the second world war the Hoppers moved to
the metropolis of Kansas City, Missouri where,
upon reaching his early teens, an already
precociously ambitious young lad was attending
Saturday art classes, Within a few years the
family had upped sticks yet again and moved to
San Diego, California, a move that could have
7

star adding to the film the power of its convictions.
Many would suggest his finest role was yet to
come as the sinister rapist and sadist in David
Lynch’s directorial masterpiece Blue Velvet
[1986]. Another great performance can be seen in
his Oscar nominated performance as an alcoholic
basketball coach in Hoosiers [1986] and two
years later he would make his fourth directing
effort with the acclaimed Colors [1988] which saw
Sean Penn and Robert Duvall as cops battling
gangs. In Speed [1994] he played a bomber who
rigged a bus to explode if the speed fell to less
than 50 miles an hour.
The 1960s would also see his reputation grow as
being extremely difficult, hence luckily he was able
to pursue his other great passion of photography
that would in years to follow flower into an
alternative career which also included painting
and poetry. (Earlier this year he was shortlisted for
an exhibition of his work at the Los Angeles
Museum Of Contemporary Art).

Come 2008 he would provide the line which could
sum up his later career "I’m tired of playing the
bad guy" in Palermo Shooting in his role as Death.
Not everything Hopper did was great, providing
cinema with a fair few turkeys that could do little to
enhance his stature; the likes of Hell Ride, The
Crow, Wicked Prayer sit uneasily alongside
performances of excellence such as Rumble Fish
and The Osterman Weekend.

The decade would also see the beginning of his
drug and alcohol problem which would spiral out
of control in the decades that followed,
accentuating his difficult to work with persona
which naturally resulted in his phone ringing far
less than it should have done, or that an actor of
his talent deserved.

Best really to leave Hopper to sum up his career
in his own words as related in a recent film
magazine in which he stated, "There are moments
that I've had some real brilliance, you know. But I
think they are moments. And sometimes, in a
career, moments are enough. I never felt I played
the great part. I never felt that I directed the great
movie. And I can't say that it's anybody's fault but
my own."

His personal life followed the same pattern,
married five times in which he fathered four
children, One of his marriages lasted just eight
days, that being his second marriage which was to
singer with the Mamas And the Papas Michelle
Phillips. His final marriage in 1996 was to actress
Victoria Duffy and the pair were going through a
bitter and acrimonious divorce at the time of his
death. So dramatic was the split that a dreadfully
ill and bed ridden Hopper sought a restraining
order against his spouse.

Keith Woods








Talkin' 'Bout My Generation
Ken Major said at a fairly recent meet-up, just to
cheer us up: 'We've got about 10 years left.' This
was a reference to a fairly active rockin' life, after
which those of us still around would probably be, if
not actually in care homes, in our dotage or at
least not able to be that active.

Tales of hard drinking and drug binging are stuff
that legends are made of, confessing that he used
cocaine in order to sober up, so he could
consume more alcohol, he once spent time on a
New Mexico commune drinking spirits, taking
copious amounts of drugs whilst firing machine
guns, eventually being committed to a psychiatric
ward in 1984 after experiencing violent
hallucinations.

We can get a glimpse of this scenario when we
look at the surviving Rock’n’Roll legends, on
average a decade or so older than most of the
Woodies. Little Richard humming and hahring
about whether to have hip replacements (he's
been more or less confined to a wheelchair for
ages) - he's finally had the op and hopefully will be
touring again soon. Fats Domino is more or less in
retirement, never travelling abroad, but doing very
occasional charity shows in the States. Chuck
Berry's guitar more out of tune than ever, and his
songs extended to include long, boring
instrumental solos - most of the fire gone out of
his once electrifying music. Then we have The
Killer (as a journalist once wrote: ‘It is as though

Hopper’s follow up to Easy Rider was the
undeserving box office flop The Last Movie [1971]
portraying the effects of a Hollywood film crew on
a small village. By his own admission the film was
shot amidst one long sex and drug orgy. It would
however be his portrayal of a crazed photojournalist let loose in war torn Vietnam in
Apocalypse Now [1979] which once again forced
the powers to be to sit up and take notice.
Directed by Francis Ford Coppola, it is said a
grudging respect bonded between director and
8

Queen Victoria, at a late stage in her reign,
suddenly announced that from henceforth she
should be known as "The Moll"') shuffling to his
piano and running through unimaginative set-lists
(presumably drawn up by Phoebe, Kenny, J.W.)
which include many obscure mediocre album
tracks which were certainly never hits. Jerry Lee
sits there like an automaton, with very little sign of
the unpredictability and dynamism of his former
stage act. You can't expect him to be climbing on
to pianos at his age, but a bit of animation in the
hands on the keyboard and in his facial
expressions would be good. Remember his
gimmicks - head back pumping the keyboard, or
hammering it with arms raised to a great height?
I'm sorry, but like Chuck Berry's repertoire Jerry's
rockers seem to lack the fire and enthusiasm of
former days, 'Down The Line' now rather flat and
boring, but once an exciting opener (remember
the Star-club version?) Now is the time in his
career when more of his Country hits would
probably suit him better, but we only get one or
maybe two in most performances. His cousin,
Mickey Gilley, was paralysed from the neck down
last year after injuring his spine moving furniture,
but happily is now back performing in his Branson
theatre, though not yet able to play the piano or
stand/walk for long periods.

Mr Dale, Mr Woods, Mr Papard, and a host of
others arrive. I think the inmates, sorry residents,
of such an establishment should play up on our
eccentricities and take our cue from some of the
crazier artists of the past we admire. As Screamin'
Jay advised, demand Alligator Wine, elbow soup
and a dish of cow fingers and mosquito pie for
lunch, and some gorilla suits so we can all go out
for some mad fun (shooting our mothers-in-law if
we had any still living would be going too far).
Never open doors in the normal way; instead take
a cue from his Screamin' Lordship and just chop
through them with a giant axe. At our advanced
ages jumpin' on pianos, bigamously marrying 13year old cousins, transporting minors across State
lines or shooting bass players and then firing them
because they can't play is also probably going a
little too far. Voting Monster Raving Loony, talking
to dead princesses and booking Weekenders and
a few days in Paris and then not turning up is
probably more acceptable at our age. I plead
'guilty' to one of these last three (can't think who
the last one could apply to.) (Answers on a
postcard please - H)
Anyway, old Moggies (you're no longer
'cats'n'kittens' I'm afraid), I'm working on getting
through to Bill Haley and Gene Vincent. The chief
Woody wants me to book them for the next 100
Club do. This is a possibility but the show/séance
would have to take place in complete darkness as
ectoplasm is sensitive to light, so you wouldn't
actually be able to see these Rock’n’Roll legends.
However if Mr Woods is willing to pay the fee of a
good physical medium, you may be able to hear
them backed by the House Band if they can only
learn to play their instruments in the dark. And I'll
try to arrange for Princess Di to slag off Camilla
and the institution of Monarchy, just for fun.

If this all sounds rather depressing, I apologize,
but surely no more downbeat than leafing through
4 pages of obituaries in TFTW before you get to
the 'live' reviews. At least the above rockers are
still alive and able to perform when they feel like it.
It does give younger people the chance to see
these living legends, even if they are shadows of
their former selves. Our generation is so lucky to
have seen them at or near their best, and also the
many now departed.
The Hemsby and other Weekender line-ups
naturally reflect this trend, though it was good to
see rockabilly Don Woody at the last one on his
British debut, even though he recorded few songs
in his short career all those years ago. But you
can't help remembering all the great stars we
won't see on the Hemsby and other Weekender
stages again - Big Al Downing, Ruth Brown,
Merrill E. Moore, Freddy Bell, Ronnie Dawson,
Janice Martin, Billy Riley, etc., etc.

Am I joking, or am I serious? You can never tell
with old eccentrics can you?
Tony “Mad As A Hatter” Papard
John Broven’s “Record Makers and Breakers”
Recent comment: "Easily the best on the subject.”
Mark Lamarr of BBC Radio 2.
Last November, the Woodies hosted the
European launch of John Broven’s latest book,
“Record Makers and Breakers: Voices of the
Independent Rock‘n’Roll Pioneers.” For further
details visit www.johnbroven.com.

So we look closer to home at the Woodies and
where we will be in 10 years or so. Some of us
definitely already show signs of, how shall I put it
delicately? Eccentricity?

Due to the book’s success, a paperback edition is
now available for £21 (UK), £26 (Europe), inc.
p&p. The hardback is still obtainable for £35 (UK)
£40 (Europe).

You know the signs, though this quality is not
necessarily age-related. Many Woodies, like some
of the great Rock’n’Roll artists themselves, have
been eccentric for years, all our lives in fact, which
is what makes us such interesting people.

Write to: Dickie Tapp, c/o Juke Blues (Dept.
RM&B), PO Box 4083, Bath BA1 OFA (cheques
payable to J.J. Broven) or email:
dickietapp@googlemail.com; PayPal at
info@johnbroven.com.

Imagine what the carers running a rockers'
residential home would have to cope with when
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That 83 year old hornist had killed us on Sunday
blowing his tenor sax like a mad dog. He comes
from the crowd wailin' his horn before steppin' on
stage to talk to "children" about women, life and
music. What a great performance by a flamboyant
performer backed by Ray Collins' band. It was a
real trip to the early days of Rock’n’Roll and, now,
I am no more afraid to be old!

Letters to the Editor
50th anniversary gig/TFTW mag #55
Hi Keith,
Great gig last night. I really feel this is the future
for TFTW productions, include some of the
second/third generation Rock’n’Roll acts from
around the world (or at least Europe) as well as
the first generation from the UK, which after all
was now about 50 or more years ago. Nice to see
Graham Fenton and Cliff Edmunds at a TFTW
gig, and Ervin Travis was just brilliant! Chris
thoroughly enjoyed his first outing to a TFTW
event in many months, and it was his first time
seeing Ervin. So many Vincent songs we don't
usually hear, even when the man himself was
performing 'live' back in the 50s/60s and very
early 70s (I saw one of his last UK shows in 1971
at the Fishmongers' Arms pub in Wood Green).

The pic came from "Paris Match" dated October
29, 1955 and was autographed at that
performance. Believe me, Brother, he's still the
King of the Honkers.
Here are the short bios of each inductee to the
NXNWLA Music Foundation awards, in
Shreveport, on June 12, 2010.
Dominique "Imperial" Anglares

Chris did some digging on the internet and found
out Ervin was born in 1962, so is now in his 39th
year. Not old enough probably to have seen Gene
'live' and remember it, so he must have been
studying video clips, etc., but I was convinced
Ervin was about 10 years younger, being born
around the time Vincent died.
We all hope Vince Eager makes a full recovery,
by the way.
I picked up a copy of the TFTW mag on the way
out, so did Chris de Bruin, so no need to waste
postage on us with issue 55. I really did think it
would never see the light of day. Nice to see it
again, though some of the reviews, etc. were hard
to follow as they were written so long ago, like my
put-down of the 'Real Greek' restaurant meet-up
(hope that chain doesn't now sue TFTW and
myself!)
Tony Papard
Howdy Alan,
Blow, Man, Blow ... The Deacon still can rock with
Big Jay.

Big Jay McNeely
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There are vendors of records and CDs, vintage
clothing, T-shirts, and more in a generous and
often crowded entrance hall.
For first generation Rock’n’Roll fans, the big draw
is the Americans, Bill Haley’s Original Comets,
The Bobbettes and Sleepy La Beef.
For those who came into it after the
seventies/eighties revival, and that includes most
of the Spanish fans, it’s younger Americans, like
Kim Lenz and Her Jaguars, Nick Curran, and Little
Rachel.
For those with an open mind, like me, it’s a
chance to see and hear lots of favourites, and
maybe make some new and exciting discoveries.
th
On that count, this 12 annual festival was a real
result. Li’l Mo and the Dynaflos, from Los Angeles,
and Pat Capocci, from Australia, are world-class
acts, and I tip my hat to Carlos Diaz for having the
foresight to book them. Of them, more later.







With the threat of volcanic ash stopping flights, we
decided to drive down, quite forgetting quite how
B-I-G France is, and with the price of gas
approaching GBP1.50 a litre, and auto-route tolls
up to GBP24 for a couple of hours drive, we would
suggest hopping a cheap jet, as we will in the
future.



The first item on a packed programme comes on
the Tuesday night, with a well received set from
The Backbone Shakers, whose familiar repertoire
encompasses such standards as Go Wild Little
Sadie and Cast Iron Arm, at the well frequented
Beach Bar at the opposite end of the long beach
and prom from the main festival site.

Screamin’
They call it the Screamin’ Weekender. But this
wild Spanish Fiesta of fifties Rock’n’Roll runs for
the best part of a week, attracting acts and fans
from all over the world, enjoying every type of
rockin’ music from rockabilly to doo-wop, from
jump blues to boogie-woogie.

This is also the daytime venue which features a
free barbecue every lunchtime, top DJs and a live
band. Starting with The Hi-Fly Rangers on
Wednesday, and later in the week featuring
familiar names like Lynette Morgan and The
Blackwater Valley Boys and Australian Kieron
McDonald, one of four acts from Down Under on
the bill this year.

The venue is the otherwise quiet seaside resort of
Pineda de Mar, not far from the French border,
the Pyrenees and Barcelona. Fringed by
mountains, and with a vast, near deserted beach,
it is without doubt one of the most picturesque
sites of any Rock’n’Roll festival in the world,
although I’m quite happy to revise that view in
favour of the Winter Sun festival in Brisbane,
Australia, if they send me an air ticket and press
pass.

By Saturday, there is a choice of lunchtime
entertainment, and the well hidden Hotel Koppers
hosts what is described as a Doo Wop Workshop,
and it was something else to hear a multi-national
audience of mid-twenties joining in perfectly on
the Del-Vikings Come Go With Me and the Edsels
Rama-Lama-Ding-Dong.

The promoter is Carlos Diaz, head honcho of El
Toro Records, which is headquartered in Pineda,
and the main festival site is a series of vast semipermanent tents near the beach, and well distant
from any villas whose owners might object to loud
music that runs until dawn.

The first big night is Wednesday, with the action
heading towards the sizable Magma Night Club
(cue volcano jokes here).
The absence of smokers at the front door
suggests the Spanish want nothing to do with
Fascism, political or health, since they got rid of
Franco, and there is a well ventilated and pleasant

But the music spills into clubs, hotels, and bars so
for six solid days and nights, the visitor is never
more than two hours away from The Big Beat.
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bar area of some size, complete with its own
speakers from the main hall, where nicoteenies
can get their fix.

Harlem Queens who brought us Mr Lee, Who
Shot Mr Lee, Dance with Me Georgie and Look At
the Stars.

Live music comes courtesy of The Pepper Hot
Boys, Japanese rockabilly, Ella and the Roosters,
and Arsen Roulette, but the main reason for being
there is the meet-and-greet with the two surviving
original Comets/Jodimars still playing, the nowfrail Dick Richards and Joey D’Ambrosia.

A quartet since 1961, they have a well-rehearsed
stage show which is often amusing, accurate
vocal harmonies, great silver outfits but Oh Mein
Papa? OK, so they recorded it, but it should be
consigned to the same skip as the Comets’
Rockin’ Robin.

Their European manager of twenty years, Klaus
Kettner, reports the other original Marshall Lytle
was in their thoughts as he fights to regain his
health after a major operation.

Kim Lenz, the Dallas beauty whose glorious red
hair makes her instantly recognizable, has a selfeffacing stage presence that gives full credit to her
band, featuring Nick Curran on spectacular lead
guitar, mixing rockabilly standards with originals.

Although the event is organized by El Toro, there
is no bias in favour of El Toro acts either on the
live front, or what is played by the DJs.

Numbers had thinned by the time the American El
Toro recording act Jerry King and the Rivertown
Ramblers took the stage, a pity since few played
better. The Barnshakers rounded out the evening.

So it was merely good taste by Eddie-Cesc DJ
that he played two tracks by El Toro’s Laura B.
and the Moonlighters, to a full floor each time.

Big names on Saturday were again Americans,
Sleepy La Beef and Nick Curran. I know precisely
what to expect from Sleepy, having caught his act
four times in two years, 100mph medleys of
familiar material, and I enjoy the way he can
switch from Maybelline to Big Boss Man in the
blink of an eye, and his big, deep-brown voice has
never sounded better. He claimed he was doing
Tore Up as a special request, a Hank Ballard
number he recorded in 1959, and if you go back
to the original recording he is doing it far better
now than he was when he cut it.

As I staggered out at gone 3am, and with
memories of German bikers sucking down
Sangria at noon, I wondered, not for the first time,
when do these people sleep?
Thursday night is the first night at the main hall,
and it gets off to an average start with the T-Bird
Gang, before the first revelation of the event, Li’l
Mo and the Dynaflos.
Four piece vocal harmony upfront, and their own
American four piece band backing them, spot-on
vocals from all four, great stage act and audience
rapport. But why do Americans know about
strolling,
surely
a
European
seventies
phenomenon, and tracks like the Carnations Long
Tall Girl? Youthful, enthusiastic, and, yes, I rushed
up front as soon as they finished their wellreceived set and scarfed up a copy of their debut
CD.

Nick Curran, looking splendid in his Marlon
Brando-esque motor cycle hat, proved he is as
adept at rocking blues as he is at Rock’n’Roll, but
it was a shame his time-slot was at 2.30am.
Similarly on the Sunday, one of the acts I had
near the top of my list, Little Rachel, was
consigned to the graveyard shift, and, as I
remarked to her, it was part of a plot to keep older
folk such as myself, from seeing her act and
becoming over-excited.

Then it was time for The Comets, and Joey
D’Ambrosia makes a great front man, as he
introduces numbers and personnel with verve.
Skull-capped 86-year-old Dick Richards still
thunders on the drums, and the set-list you could
probably write yourself with Shake Rattle and Roll,
Razzle Dazzle, Rock-a-Beating Boogie and the
perennial number that started it all, Rock Around
the Clock.

As it was, I was piling up the zzzzs by the time she
came on, but I’m sure she was magnificent.
So, that’s a name check for slightly more than half
the bands who appeared at this festival, spread
across six days and half a dozen venues. Great
weather, wise booking, and the ideal venue for a
holiday with music.

Quite why they do Rockin’ Robin is a bit of a
mystery, but it was apparently in Haley’s stage
repertoire. A fantastic response from the audience
to the grandfathers of Rock’n’Roll.

Well done to Carlos and his team, particularly
Tipton Bill, and thanks for having us.

John Howard - June 2010

The Mighty Atoms, and Australian Ezra Lee
brought the night to a close.



The big names on Friday were The Bobbettes, the
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JAZZ JUNCTION

little encouragement in coming back for two
encores, both Monk compositions which were
despatched in his own inimitable fashion.

North Sea Jazz Festival – 10 to 12 July 2009

Having seen one pensioner acquit himself so well,
I decided to drop in on BB King, now apparently
on his second ‘last ever’ tour. I caught the last
half hour in a packed Nile, where, despite being
seated, he put on a show which still provided
some evidence why he has been the best-known
bluesman for over five decades. Of course he is
no longer the BB King of old and it was noticeable
that, while I was there, he probably played only
two numbers the whole way through. He averred
that he had never seen an ugly lady and dedicated
You Are My Sunshine to all women.
If you believe his words, it may be
that this will not be the final tour, as
he stated ‘I wanna come back again’.
However the final number, The Thrill
Is Gone, may be a more accurate
comment.

In spite of the recession, apart from the Friday the
festival was a sell-out and my chosen hotel was
not only fully booked but had increased the variety
of ways of cooking eggs for breakfast. Dwelling
on that last fact does not hide the truth that the
line-up looked rather on the weak side. However
with an open mind and a preparedness to
experiment, it is always possible to have an
enjoyable festival, even if the weather was
unusually grey and sometimes wet for the time of
year.
By arriving a day early, I stumbled on
a free stage when leaving the
restaurant after an evening meal.
The artists were all due to appear at
the festival proper but I did stay to see
Stephanie McKay. She has toured
with the Brooklyn Funk Essentials and her act,
more funk than hip-hop it seemed to me, was a
nice warm-up. Actually it wasn’t that warm and,
feeling the need to test what Trappist monks do
best, I retired to toast absent friends.

A short walk to the Maas provided
the opportunity to see the start of the performance
by the CTI All Star Band featuring Hubert Laws
(flute), Randy Brecker (trumpet) and Jeff ‘Tain’
Watts (drums) with Flora Purim (vocals), Bill
Evans (sax), Russell Malone (guitar) Niels Lan
Doky (piano), Mark Egan (bass) and Airto Moreira
(percussion). It was quite a line-up of all very
proficient musicians and they warmed the hearts
of many of the jazz-fusion fans present.

Friday came and when I arrived at the Ahoy, I
stopped just inside the entrance area to listen to
the Hot & Brass Band from New Orleans. It was
typical marching band music from that city and
none the worse for it. The choice of numbers is
always likely to surprise and falling into this
category was Bobby Womack’s It’s All Over Now.

Wandering back into the Nile, I had a brief look at
Duffy, who has been touted by some as a retrosoul artist. On first acquaintance, there was only
the hint of soul and I don’t think she added
anything to Lorraine Ellison’s Stay With Me, a
number I have always liked, despite its high
melodrama.

Over in the Hudson it was the Vanguard Jazz
Orchestra which opened. Growing out of the Mel
Lewis Orchestra, which itself grew out of the Thad
Jones / Mel Lewis Orchestra, it gained its current
name in 1990 (by which time both of the leaders
had died) due to it maintaining a Monday Night
residency at the Village Vanguard in New York.
The influence of these two was apparent
throughout a delightfully swinging set, where the
cohesion of the musicians was such that you
really could not see the join. There were also
some exciting solo contributions, particularly the
trumpet on Little Pixie, written by Thad Jones, and
the tenor sax of Rich Perry on Easy Living.

Joshua Redman

Also in the Hudson was the Hank Jones Trio with
Hank Jones (piano), George Mraz (bass) and
Willie Jones (drums). It was an exceptional set,
marked by some understated playing and with
none of the protagonists outstaying his welcome.
There was a nice mix of songs with some lesser
gems accompanying the well-known. Hank Jones
is a remarkably adept pianist at the age of ninety,
having outlived his younger brothers Thad and
Elvin, also talented jazz musicians. Although he
was politely helped on and off stage, he needed

Back in the Hudson Joshua Redman and his trio
put on a tremendously exciting set.
The
saxophonist’s playing combined directness with
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angularity, producing a robust yet clean sound, as
he hopped from foot to foot as if conducting
exercises in karate kicks and feints. Reuben
Rogers, on bass, contributed more power, while
drummer,
Gregory
Hutchinson,
employed
machine gun bursts with laser-like precision.
Indonesia saw drummer and saxophonist egging
each other on, as their attack never faltered.

numbers such as Egyptian Fantasy and Bright
Mississippi from the afore-mentioned album, it
was inevitable that he would reach back into his
gold-plated trunk of musical treasures for the
many hit-songs that he had written for others. Lee
Dorsey was honoured with full versions of
Sneakin’ Sally Through The Alley, Everything I Do
Gonh Be Funky and Get Out Of My Life Woman
and there was a medley which included Mother-InLaw, Fortune Teller, Working In The Coalmine
and which started and ended with A Certain Girl.

Sightseeing on Saturday enabled me the
opportunity to rectify a failure on previous breaks
in Rotterdam and that was to visit the famous De
Pelgrim bar in Delftshaven. It is the last remaining
brewery, serving its own excellent beer and tasty
snacks. A return visit is a must.

If one needed reminding of Allen Toussaint’s
piano skills, these were amply demonstrated on a
solo medley reminiscent of James Booker,
complete
with
classical
music
quotes.
Nevertheless his latest album, as he prefers to
call them, was to be promoted and the several
instrumentals were enhanced by some rousing
solo work by Nicholas Payton (trumpet) and Brian
Cayolle, whose clarinet seemed to draw
inspiration from Sidney Bechet.

To start the second day at the festival I plumped
for Aaron Parks in the Madeira as I had read that
he had studied under Kenny Barron, one of my
favourite pianists. This was a modern piano trio,
drawing, I understood, on rock songs and
classical tunes, although no titles were
announced. The first number saw Aaron Parks
employing a repetitive riff with left hand and gentle
chords and melody with right. It was quite
pleasant. However I noted that a young lady, who
was studying singing with NYJO, left with her
companion as soon as they could. The third
number began with the drummer having difficulty
in adjusting his snare drum, causing scratchy wire
noises. As time passed, it transpired that this was
a drum solo introduction; all very impressive, as
was his backhand use of his drum sticks. Aaron
Parks’ piano painted pools ranging from the limpid
to the whirl, but ultimately pools.

The final set in the Congo attracted the title
Chicago Blues: A Living History and was a
tribute to that city’s style of blues music presented
by a collaboration of its chief exponents, who were
touring and promoting a CD under the same
name. The lead participants were Billy Boy
Arnold, John Primer, Billy Branch and Lurrie
Bell. Matthew Skoller was emcee and only an
occasional contributor. On stage for all but one
number were Billy Flynn (guitar), Felton Crews (a
bassist who has played with Miles Davis, Otis
Clay, Otis Rush and many others) and Kenny
‘Beedy Eyes’ Smith (drummer and son of Willie
‘Big Eyes’ Smith). Joining them from time to time
on the keyboards was Johnny Iguana, who began
with a blues ‘n’ boogie instrumental.

Ruthie Foster has received two ‘Picks’ in the In
The Basement soul magazine, but although I saw
her at the Borderline earlier this year, I remain
unconvinced.
After seeing most of her
performance in the Congo, I am certain she is not
‘soul’. She appears to have her roots in folk and
an eclecticism that embraces blues, gospel, rock
and pop. I like her voice but I didn’t hear a soul or
blues voice. Up Above My Head and Another
Rain Song, her tribute to Sam Cooke, were both
enjoyable but fare such as the rocky Truth cooled
my enjoyment.

Allen Toussaint

Billy Boy Arnold
After that it was musical chairs with each artist
getting no more than three numbers. Billy Boy
Arnold, the most senior of those making up the
history, referred to the years 1940 to 1955 as
being most fruitful. His three numbers started
with Tampa Red’s She’s Love Crazy, followed by
Big Bill Broonzy’s Night Watchman Blues from
1941 and ended with his 1955 hit I Wish You
Would.

Following the release of his first jazz-oriented CD,
The Bright Mississippi, the always immaculate
Allen Toussaint appeared with a band featuring
jazz trumpeter Nicholas Payton. And although
there was a jazz slant to the performance with
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emotion that enveloped the listener seemed
bizarrely predicated on an ability to create
watercolours by means of origami.
Back in the Hudson, the large jazz hall, were the
Roy Haynes Trio with the leader on drums, John
Patitucci (bass) and David Kikoski (piano),
replacing the regular pianist Danilo Perez, who
was unable to travel. Roy Haynes may be closing
in on his ninth decade but he bounded on to stage
like a young man, warmed-up and ready to work
out. The elasticity in his body movements were
replicated in his drumming with a lightness of
touch which ensured that the right amount of
colour was added to the music. However David
Kikoski’s piano was the main focus and he swept
through a varied programme in princely fashion,
doffing his cap to Monk on Trinkle Tinkle and
showing a romantic earnestness on My One And
Only You. John Patitucci was the master of good
taste and his solo piece, Mississippi Fred
McDowell’s Jesus Is On The Mainline was a
special highlight.

John Primer
John Primer had lost none of the rhythmic attack
seen when he was with Magic Slim and on
subsequent solo tours to Europe. He was joined
by Matthew Skoller for two numbers, who was
then replaced by Billy Branch for Sugar Sweet.
With the departure of John Primer it was time for
Billy Branch and a stirring tribute to Junior Wells
with Hoodoo Man Blues. But his highlight was a
duo rendition with Lurrie Bell of their 1978 Alligator
recording (as The Sons Of The Blues), Tear
Down The Berlin Wall.

In the Maas the Harlem James Gang warmed up
for Raphael Saadiq in plus fours and thirties’ golf
hats with a ten minute set, which included singing,
rapping, conjuring tricks and dancing, even down
to what must have been a tribute to the recently
deceased Michael Jackson with the celebrated
crotch grasp.
Lasting just over an hour, the set by the
bespectacled Raphael Saadiq was high energy
excitement all the way through. He was joined by
two backing singers BJ Kemp and Erika Jerry and
they were all dressed in dark grey suits, white
shirts and ties for the first number Keep Marchin’,
dancing as if having been for a while under the
tutelage of Cholly Atkins. They never let up and
jackets came off, ties and then white shirts until
down to plain white tee shirts, that is except for
the diminutive Erika Jerry, who just kept on
dancing and singing as if on amphetamines.

Lurrie Bell
The rest of the of the band swapped places with
Lurrie Bell for one number and then he returned to
crank up proceedings with some more rocking
blues guitar and renderings of My Love Will Never
Die and I Believe.

Although Raphael Saadiq originally came to fame
in the new jack swing group, Tony! Toni! Toné!,
the songs, which came predominantly from his
latest album, The Way I See It, were neo-Motown
but without the heavy bass sound which, to my
ears anyway, mars the album. His songwriting
caught the spirit of the label and songs such as
Sure Hope You Mean It, Love That Girl and Just
One Kiss could easily have come from the
repertoire of the Temptations or Smokey
Robinson. He was also generous, allowing the
ever impressive Erika Jerry solo space for a
dance flavoured rendition of Don’t Mess With My
Man, originally recorded by Lucy Pearl, his
previous group.

The whole grouping came together again for the
last number, which ended with such enthusiastic
audience response that they came back again for
Muddy Waters’ The Blues Had A Baby And They
Called It Rock ‘N’ Roll, with mayhem abounding
on stage and just in front, where the dancers were
finally let loose.
After a wet start on Sunday, the sun finally
appeared. Unfortunately the festival is indoors
and so I slinked into the Madeira to see the piano
trio of John Taylor. It was a European style of
jazz, influenced by a love of classical music,
although with jazz rhythms and phrasing apparent
from time to time. Its capacity to create clouds of

Wandering into the Volga, I caught twenty-five
minutes of Ambrose Akinmusire (trumpet) and
was quite impressed with him and his quartet’s
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post-bop style. However it was oddly surprising
that there were no breaks for applause, so I was
left wondering if I had been listening to one
number or movements thereof all the time I was
there. Anyway Ambrose Akinmusire won the
2007 Thelonious Monk International Jazz Award,
so is definitely one to follow.

Desanto). Demonstrating her versatility with a
blues number, Lord It’s Killing Me, from her latest
CD, she then turned her tributes in the direction of
her father, Rufus Thomas, with The Breakdown,
before encoring with The Staples’ Respect
Yourself. Whilst it is understandable that it is
necessary to promote the current CD, titled I
believe A Tribute To The Women Of Soul, and all
or most of these songs appear on it, most of them
are not associated with her (although she has
previously recorded her own version of A
Woman’s Love). So it would be nice to hear
Vaneese being Vaneese and perform songs from
her own, albeit limited recording history, because
she has a very fine singing voice indeed.

Finally, on a whim of curiosity, I wandered into the
Nile to see Steve Winwood, as I had never seen
him before. While I was there he sang, played
both guitar and organ but I did not recognise the
songs, which were rather drawn out. However
there is no doubting his talent. And that’s all I
have to say about that.
Thanks to me for the photos.

The arrival of the Austin de Lone Band signalled
a step-up in class of instrumental support. The
key festival backing band this time consisted of
Austin de Lone (keyboards), Danny Caron
(guitar), Eric McCann (bass), Ernest Carter
(drums), Charles McNeal (tenor sax), Alex
Budman (baritone and alto saxes), Mike Rinta
(trombone) and Joe Behrman (trumpet). They
warmed up with Philly Dog and were then joined
by Sweet Nectar (Sue McCracklin, Maureen
Smith and Marcia Gamble), who were to act as
backing singers for most of the artists. Their
warm-up number was The Walk, sung,
appropriately, by Sue McCracklin.

Porretta Soul Festival – 24 to 26 July 2009
By general consensus, the 2009 Porretta Soul
Festival was, if not the best ever (though I don’t
know anyone lucky enough to have seen them
all), certainly one of the best. Its strong line-up
lived up to and beyond most expectations and
aspirations. And enjoyment levels were aided and
added to by the pleasure of being in the company
of more Woodies than usual.
After a day spent in Pistoia, where out-of-service
and rusting engines and carriages of Italian
Railways’ historic past proved inaccessible, Friday
night’s show started with the up and coming
James Thompson band. Although the talented
leader put down his guitar to pick up the
saxophone to pay respect to King Curtis and
Junior Walker, the first number, the drawn out and
rock-inflected Somebody Told Me from the band’s
new CD which they were trying to promote,
seemed more indicative of where its musical soul
resided.

The bandleader’s turn came with a song that he
has recorded, Old Fashion, before the Jamaicanborn Bobby Johnson performed his usual
energetic set of well-known songs. Entertainment
arrived during If You Don’t Know Me By Now in
the shape of a woman who appeared to have
indulged in an excess of elbow-bending. Bobby
did his best to avoid her and keep it going but it
was not surprising that he ended with a Cold
Sweat.

Jesse Dee © Paul Harris
An interlude of blue-eyed soul followed with the
introduction of a shock of unruly thick black hair,
underneath which was the head of Jesse Dee.
He has a CD out which was co-produced by Jack
Younger, who has produced for another member
of the genre, Eli Paperboy Reed. Like the aforementioned Paperboy he writes some of his own
material and so we got to hear Slow Down and
Over And Over Again, neither of which made a big
impression on first hearing.

Vaneese Thomas © Paul Harris
The Italian band, Soul Spinner, warmed up with
creditable versions of Bill Withers’ Use Me and
Marvin Gaye’s What’s Going On before ‘their’ star
vocalist, Vaneese Thomas, joined them. Taking
the opportunity to pay tribute to her ‘sisters’, she
began with I Can’t Stand The Rain (Anne Peebles)
and followed with Nutbush City Limits (Tina
Turner), A Woman’s Love (Carla Thomas - her
real sister) and Soulful Dress (Sugar Pie
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Woman, That’s Got No Heart; Take Me Just As I
Am; Old Friend (You Asked Me If I Miss Her) and
Uptight Good Woman, applying to the last of these
a false ending, which he liked so much that he
added another, and another, and another – I
counted ten in all! He paid tribute to a friend
(Charlie Rich) with Don’t Put No Headstone On
My Grave and, reflecting his spiritual leanings, he
finished with two gospel songs, Key To The
Kingdom and Something Within, a composition by
Memphis’ Lucie Campbell, said to be the first
African-American woman to publish a gospel
song.

Another shock was the pink suit of Oscar Toney
Jr, looking every inch a dandy and wearing
monogrammed shoes to boot. He went straight
on the front foot with I Can’t Turn You Loose but it
was on the slow numbers such as Any Day Now
(with a rap about being a country boy), Dark End
Of The Street and For Your Precious Love that he
excelled. He ended with For The Good Times
during which he embarked upon a marathon
audience walkabout, much to the delight of those
whose way he came.
One of the nicest people to appear was Percy
Wiggins, whose sojourn as vocalist for Hi Rhythm
was no doubt responsible for the opener, Let’s
Stay Together. However, from his own recordings
came the RCA Northern Soul fave, It Didn’t Take
Much (For Me To Fall In Love), the beautiful Book
Of Memories (an Atco release) and its flip, Can’t
Find Nobody (To Take Your Place). The aptlytitled Perfect Gentlemen, a 1992 recording with Hi
Rhythm, preceded a Sam Cooke medley of Chain
Gang, Wonderful World, Having A Party and Bring
It On Home To Me which was bookended by
Cupid. And he finished with the Eddie Floyd song,
I Never Knew A Girl Who Could Love Me Like
You.

Toni Green
© Paul Harris

On Saturday morning there was an interesting talk
by Tony Rounce of Ace Records about the
award-winning three CD box set, Take Me To The
River: A Southern Soul Story 1961-1977 and the
difficulties in the licensing and the rationale behind
the selection of tracks for this compilation. He
was later that evening deservedly to be presented
with a Porretta Soul Festival award for services to
soul music by Graziano Uliani.

Guitarist, Thomas Bingham, joined the band for
Toni Green, a Southern Soul singer and
outstanding performer. She wrung the emotion
out of Dr Feelgood and for Breaking Up
Somebody’s Home she called each member of
Sweet Nectar forward to demonstrate their
breaking up skills. A Change Is Gonna Come saw
an audience walkabout to rival that of Oscar
Toney Jr. Ending with At Last, it was a little
shame that she never touched anything from her
best album, Southern Soul Music.

The evening’s performances began with the
excellent Austin de Lone band with a nice range
of selections including Mary Ann (Ray Charles),
Soul Serenade (King Curtis) and the Alvin
Robinson classic, Down Home Girl. Their fortyfive minute slot was well justified.

A short interval ensued with Italian singer, Irene
Fornaciari, supported by Max Marcolini on guitar.
Although, according to the programme, ‘she grew
up listening to Stax classics’, I am not sure that
she sang any.

Spencer Wiggins © Paul Harris
The opportunity for Southern Soul fans to see,
probably for the first time, Goldwax recording
artist, Spencer Wiggins, was something that
neither the recession nor the euro rate could
prevent them doing. Dressed in a crimson suit
and shirt, he delighted the audience with four
songs from his Goldwax period: The Kind Of

J Blackfoot © Paul Harris
The Austin de Lone band returned again with
Thomas Bingham to the fore for the one and only,
J Blackfoot. Although recovering from a stroke,
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you wouldn’t know it as he was still in good voice
and used the whole stage just as he has done in
the past. However there was the suspicion that
he was trying to conserve his energy at times; but
being Blackfoot, he couldn’t keep still for long. As
he wasn’t with his own band, the set was taken up
mostly with covers: 634-5789, Soul Man, You
Don’t Know Like I Know, Who’s Making Love and I
Can’t Turn You Loose. However I’m In Love, a
tribute to Wilson Pickett, was a surprise and in
response to some fans he had met earlier we did
get snippets of I Stood On The Sidewalk and I’ll
Understand (both Soul Children numbers) with
just Thomas Bingham accompanying on guitar.
Apart from that there was Hearsay, another Soul
Children song, which left just Taxi as his own
recording.

a charmer, handing out roses, and he amuses
(the childish amongst us) with his catchphrases
‘Easy’, ‘Are you with me?’ and ‘Thank you for the
lights’. Inevitably, having reached Detroit City and
with the ‘Easy’ count rising to thirty, we repaired to
the bar as the clock turned 2.00 am.
All the main artists, apart from Solomon Burke,
returned on Sunday for shorter appearances but
the show began with the CIV Soul Band, which
was formed out of students from the International
Valbonne Centre and whose average age was
seventeen. Given their youth, it was a quite
impressive and entertaining performance of
popular soul tunes.
The stage was cleared for the Austin de Lone
band to perform their third marathon of the
festival. A quick instrumental warm-up, then
Lovey Dovey, with Austin on vocals, gave way to
Sweet Nectar for a repeat of The Walk.

After this, and while the stage was being cleared
for the festival’s headliner, there was the
presentation made to Tony Rounce.
The
presentee’s thanks, which he read in Italian,
exhibited a fine accent and were much
appreciated by the Italian audience, although it is
doubtful that they recognised the last of his
mentioned inspirations, Harry Cripps, a man who
made big impressions on many a right winger.

After this most of the artists were restricted to two
songs each. Bobby Johnson chose Sam and
Dave’s Hold On I’m Coming and Arthur Conley’s
Sweet Soul Music whereas Jesse Dee plumped
for Otis Redding with Nothing Can Change This
Love and A Woman, A Lover, A Friend (also by
Jackie Wilson). Vaneese Thomas again looked
outside herself and honoured sister Carla by
selecting Gee Whiz and Aretha Franklin (or Otis
again) with Respect.
But gentleman Percy
Wiggins delighted us all by reprising Book Of
Memories and Can’t Find Nobody (To Take Your
Place).

As anyone who has seen Solomon Burke over
the last few years knows, he now requires a large
reinforced throne upon which to rest his enormous
bulk and perform. The fading of the lights and the
human camouflage signalled the arrival of the
great man, who was kept from prying eyes whilst
he sat down. The show began with two numbers
from a new CD, followed by Keep A Diamond In
Your Mind from his 2002 album, Don’t Give Up On
Me. And with that song, it was pretty much the
same show that fans have been able to enjoy over
recent years. One noted exception was The
More, a gem from the pen of Swamp Dogg, with
whom he fell out years ago only to much later
patch things up.

Making up his own rules was Oscar Toney Jr,
this time in a canary yellow suit and sparkling
jewellery.
He cut short three songs before
alighting on For The Good Times, which he
extended as before for a lengthy walkabout in an
attempt to reach everybody in the audience. Toni
Green got lowdown with Tell Mama, during which
she personalised it to ‘Tell Toni’. For I Feel Like
Breaking Up Somebody’s Home, she brought
forward each member of Sweet Nectar once more
to strut their stuff, encouraging them with the
words ‘Work it baby’.
J Blackfoot seems to come alive every time he
steps foot on stage and he injected new life into
the potentially stale Soul Man, before hailing his
Taxi to take us home. Spencer Wiggins started
with gospel but ended with his Uptight Good
Woman, enjoying himself with several outrageous
false endings.

Solomon Burke © Paul Harris
What may surprise, and is to his credit, is the
number of new recordings he has made in the last
decade and the fact that he includes the best of
these in his performances, an example being
That’s How I Got To Memphis from the 2006
album, Nashville.
His voice remains a
magnificent instrument, whether on the countrysoul ballads or the Little Richard songs. He is still

The finale brought everyone back for 634-5789.
Everyone got their chance but it was when the mic
was in the hands of J Blackfoot that it took off and
the band’s insistent riffing brought the audience to
its feet. In the best African-American tradition,
Blackfoot turned the song into a story/playlet and
attempted to get others to play their part but only
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Toni Green rose to the challenge. And still the
tune went on, lasting a full twelve minutes. So
ended a most exciting finale and fabulous festival;
except that, completely misjudging the situation,
emcee Rick Hutton went over the top in calling for
‘Uan Mor Taim’. The band and at least Bobby
Johnson returned but we didn’t stay. We knew to
leave on a high and were in the Califo before the
mood of elation could be punctured.

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.
Changing Places
Venues come and venues go and the jazz world is
particularly susceptible to this phenomenon. In
September last year monthly gigs began at the
Kings Head in Crouch End but owing to low
attendance numbers it looks like they will have to
end. Highlights over its existence have been the
Great Wee Band, led by Henry Lowther (trumpet
and flugelhorn) and Jim Mullen (guitar) - if you
have seen them together you will understand why.
They caused the opening of a few mouths by
managing to make something attractive out of The
Sound Of Music, which is also the title of their
latest CD.
More recently the ebullient and
garrulous tenor sax of Simon Spillett brought the
best of British bebop to the pub’s basement in a
top notch group with John Critchinson (keyboard),
Andy Cleyndert (bass) and the superb Martin
Drew on drums.
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Weekly gigs were optimistically started at the Half
Moon, Putney (one of the best venues for any kind
of music in London). The first one featured Dave
O’Higgins, but with the attendance barely reaching
double figures, the writing was already on the wall
and they ceased very quickly.
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In a like for like occurrence, Way Out West gigs
moved from the Grey Horse, Kingston to the
smart basement of the Orange Tree in Richmond.
A most enjoyable performance there was by the
mixed gender group assembled by Kate Williams
(piano) with Anita Wardell (vocals), Allison Neale
(alto sax), Oli Hayhurst (bass) and Matt Fishwick
(drums), which was a model of mutual sensitivity.
Good news came to Harlesden at the end of May
with the re-emergence, after eighteen months, of
Sunday afternoon gigs at the Grand Junction
Arms, where they serve Sunday roasts and some
fine Young’s beer. Arriving early recently I was
able to find a table outside to enjoy the sunshine
and the barges floating by on the Grand Union
Canal. Inside the Matt Wates Sextet entertained
in customary fashion with many of Matt’s
compositions but only one of his jokes.
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Sign of Life, which had been formed by
David Rohl, who lived in a huge white
house near Manchester Airport. His
mother did not mind us practising at the
house so it was ideal. I joined as lead
vocalist/rhythm guitarist and my first gig
with them was at Woodhouse Park
Labour Club - rows of blue rinses and
brylcreemed fellas greeted me as the
curtains opened - we received a standing
ovation, and then I was totally hooked.

PETER STOCKTON
My introduction to music was completed
at an early age, due to my elder brother
buying all the good old 78s, which I
listened to with all the fervour possible.
By the age of 10, I was totally familiarised
with Lonnie Donegan, Bill Haley, Elvis,
Conway Twitty, Chuck Berry, Gene
Vincent, Eddie Cochran, Buddy Holly,
Duane Eddy, Little Richard, and many
more. To the annoyance of my father,
who regarded Bing Crosby and Frank
Sinatra as the only viable singers in the
world, I would relentlessly wind up our
HMV record player and listen to those
glorious 78s time and time again.

Dave and I decided to go fully pro - we
recruited a proper bass guitarist, and
booked a studio to record a few of our
self penned songs, which were produced
on acetate discs. We drove to London in
Dave’s psychedelic Mini Moke, invaded
my brother’s bedsit in Bayswater, kipped
on his floor, and relentlessly went to
every record company in London.

I had caught the music bug, and I was
determined to be a star myself, one day!

The commissionaires at Abbey Road
Studios separated the crowds to allow us
entry - that Mini Moke certainly opened
doors! I saw George Martin, who left the
Beatles in the studio to talk to me - great
man! He gave me Mal Evans’ telephone
number at Apple, and we saw Mal many
times - another fantastic individual - he
always sent down for a platter of butties
for us. Mal told us that he had played our
songs to ‘The Boys’, and that they liked
them. We were filled with anticipation and
hope, but we were booked for a German
tour of the US Army bases commencing
the following week, so Mal told me to get
back to him on our return.

By the age of 12 I had saved £4.10
shillings and promptly went to Reno’s in
Oxford Street, Manchester and bought
my first guitar. The strings were an inch
away from the fret board, and it was so
painful to play, but I persevered and, with
the help of a school pal, learnt the basic
chord progressions.
Then people like The Shadows, Roy
Orbison, and Johnny Kidd came on the
scene, and I tried to emulate their
distinctive styles. The subsequent arrival
of The Beatles and The Stones was not
only exciting but inspirational.
I got expelled from school for being a bad
influence on other pupils, and a furious
father told me to get out and get a job. I
got a job in a Dickensian accountant’s
office in Manchester. I was very good at
figures but I loathed the job and the
environment, and soon founded my own
group - The Stockton Share.

We got to Germany, and did Bittburg,
Manheim, Wiesbaden, and a couple of
others. It was the middle of winter, and
our faithful Bedford Bulldog van blew up,
and then the PA system imploded. It was
tortuous - three hours a night performing,
and then kipping on the stage. It was at
the height of the ‘Nam War, and the
atmosphere was tense, erratic, and
potentially violent.

By this time I had bought my first electric
guitar - second hand - for £13. We
played youth clubs etc. but the drummer
was unreliable, and the bass guitarist
was half hearted, so I accepted an
invitation to join another group called The

GIs of approximately 6’7” would demand
that we just played Soul - not Rock’n’Roll
- that demand set us an almost
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Shaky Lee’s Summer
Synopsis

intolerable challenge, but we managed.
When we returned to London, we met
Mal Evans again, as promised. He told us
that Peter Asher had vetoed us on the
grounds that, in his opinion, we were not
quite ready for the studio. The drummer
and bassist quit immediately - end of
story!!

I feel rather sad that this is to be the final print
edition of our beloved Tales From The Woods
magazine, but hopefully the new hi-tec online
version will prove to be a more than adequate
replacement (Thanks Lee, no need to pile on the
pressure - H).
So, with Good King Woody’s blessing I have
decided to offer an obituary roundup featuring just
some of the artistes who have passed away since
the turn of the year. I have omitted Dale Hawkins
and Charlie Gillett as they are being dealt with in
some depth by others who are more qualified than
I to do so.

My dream was shattered, and I still owed
£15 for my Vox AC30 SuperTwin.
However, since then I have met Chuck
Berry, Little Richard, Jeff Beck, Clapton,
McCartney,
John
Entwistle,
The
Shadows, and many more - and I have
an enviable collection of photos to prove
it. I am in frequent contact with Duane
Eddy, via email, who is an amazing
person, so I have no regrets!!

British Rock’n’Roll singer Neil Christian, real
name Christopher Tidmarsh, was born in East
th
London on 4 February 1943. A good-looking,
cool, snappy dresser, he made his first public
appearance fronting his band the Crusaders, with
Jimmy Page on guitar, at the Edmonton Regal for
the annual Cliff Richard charity show in late 1960.
The following year he had a single produced by
Joe Meek – The Road To Love/The Big Beat
Drum – which was released on Columbia.

Jet Harris asked me to manage him last
year, and Mike Berry asked me to do the
same for him a couple of months ago. If
someone had said to me, when I was a
spotty faced youth of 12 years, you will,
one day, manage these people, I would
have replied - “Really - what planet did
you come from?”

His only chart success came in early May 1966
when That’s Nice reached number fourteen. An
anthology of his recordings was issued on Castle
th
Music a few years ago. Neil Christian died on 4
January, just one month short of his sixty-seventh
birthday.

Funny old world - look forward to seeing
all the Woodies at the next Inn On The
Green gig!

Just one week later we lost that veritable master
of the Fender Telecaster, Mick Green, who was
highly regarded as an economical yet fluid
guitarist who combined rhythm and lead riffs with
dazzling ability.

Keep On Rocking

Michael Robert Green was born in Matlock,
nd
Derbyshire on 22 February 1944. In the late
fifties he began playing in skiffle outfit the
Wayfaring Strangers, and then Rock’n’Rollers the
Ramrods. On becoming a member of Johnny
Kidd and the Pirates in 1962 his ringing guitar
tone was first heard on the single I Can Tell/A
Shot of Rhythm And Blues. He also featured on
the number four chart record I’ll Never Get Over
You in the summer of 1963 and the top 20 followup Hungry For Love.
He went on to join Billy J Kramer and the Dakotas
and then enjoyed spells alongside contrasting
talents such as Cliff Bennett and Engelbert
Humperdink before the Pirates reunited as a
power trio in 1976 (Kidd having perished in a car
crash ten years earlier). They cultivated a heady
brew of up-tempo blues and Rock’n’Roll which
embraced the burgeoning punk attitude, drawing a
cult following to their shows.

Peter Stockton (aka Johnnie O’Boogie)
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The biggest claim to fame for singer/songwriter
Bobby Charles was undoubtedly as the man who
wrote See You Later Alligator which was a top ten
hit on both sides of the Atlantic for Bill Haley and
His Comets in early 1956. Born into a Cajun
st
family as Robert Charles Guidry on 21 February
1938, as a teenager Charles formed his band The
Cardinals to play popular R&B hits before writing
the song they recorded at Cosimo Matassa’s J &
M studio in New Orleans which was issued on
Chess, initially as Later Alligator. Charles also
wrote Before I Grow Too Old and Walkin’ To New
Orleans for Fats Domino, But I Do for Clarence
‘Frogman’ Henry and the classic Jealous Kind.

Mississippi with his band the Shufflers in 1951
before moving to Aladdin the following year. He
then had a single, with Ike Turner on guitar, Wicked Little Baby/Why Don’t You Believe Me –
released on Modern in 1954. A one-time member
of Turner’s Kings of Rhythm, Love also recorded
for Bobbin Records in 1958. He died in a St Louis
th
hospice on 28 February.
Alex Chilton, best known as lead singer of the
Box Tops, was born William Alexander Chilton
th
into a musical family in Memphis on 28
December 1950. He was only sixteen years old
when The Letter topped the American charts and
reached number three here in September 1967.
The follow-up, Cry Like A Baby, was a major
international hit too, and Bill Cunningham, brother
of Jerry Lee’s bass player B B Cunningham,
played on both of them.
Another Killer
connection, pointed out by friend Graham Knight,
is that Chilton is pictured on the cover of the Jerry
Lee Lewis Return of Rock LP. The photo was
taken in Jerry’s Memphis home at 5042 East
Shore Drive. Chilton went on to front Big Star and
produced the Cramps in the seventies. He died
following a heart attack in hospital in New Orleans
th
on 17 March.

A white swamp popper with a black sound
Charles had several singles released on Chess
and Imperial, going on to record an LP for Albert
Grossman’s Bearsville Records which featured
members of The Band. Becoming somewhat
reclusive Charles made occasional forays into the
studio which resulted in the albums Wish You
Were Here Right Now and Secrets Of The Heart
on Stony Plain followed by Last Train To
Memphis, on his own Rice ‘n’ Gravy label. Bear
Family have just issued a complete edition of his
Chess recordings – See You Later Alligator. A
member of the Louisiana Hall Of Fame, Bobby
Charles died at home in Abbeville, Louisiana on
th
14 January 2010.

A bubbly and somewhat dynamic performer, the
popular big-voiced Marva Wright was born in
th
New Orleans on 20 March 1948. She began
singing in church with her mother who sang and
played piano, but it was not until 1987 that she
actually turned professional.
She recorded
around a dozen albums from Heartbreakin’
Woman in 1990 to After the Levees Broke in the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina which devastated
the Crescent City and destroyed many homes
including her own.

th

Carl Smith was born on 15 March 1927 in
Maynardsville, Tennessee and enjoyed a string of
US country hits for Columbia commencing in 1951
before moving to Hickory Records in 1975. In the
mid-fifties he dabbled in rockabilly with the likes of
Go Boy Go and a fine version of Cut Across
Shorty. He also famously married June Carter
and is the father of Carlene Carter.
Tall and elegant, Smith made a number of
appearances on American television in the fifties
and can be seen on the Stompertime DVD Hillbilly
Rockabillies on TV. Bear Family have recently put
out a 34 track CD collection of his uptempo
recordings – Hey Joe – in their Gonna Shake This
Shack Tonight series. Carl Smith passed away
th
on 16 January at his home in Franklin near
Nashville.
nd

Born on 2 August 1936 in New York, Herman
Dunham was a top doo-wop vocalist who sang
with both the Solitaires of Walking Along fame and
the Vocaleers. He co-wrote and sang on the
latter’s I Walk Alone on Red Robin as well as on
sides issued by Paradise and Old Town. Dunham
st
died of lung cancer in Queens, New York on 31
January.

Although she toured most of Europe and much of
the United States she could often be found
working with her band the BMWs in the bars of
Bourbon Street and at the annual New Orleans
Jazz & Heritage Festival. Wright also performed
with artists such as Fats Domino, Allen Toussaint,
Aaron Neville, Marcia Ball and Tab Benoit.
Referred to by her fans as Marvalous Marva, she
had a foot in both camps of the blues and gospel
music. Marva Wright died at her eldest daughter’s
home in eastern New Orleans just three days after
her sixty-second birthday.

Soulful vocalist and piano player Clayton Love
grew up in Clarksdale, having been born eight
th
miles south in Mattson, Coahoma County on 15
November 1927. He made his first record for
Lillian McMurray’s Trumpet label in Jackson,
22

Johnny Maestro, best known as the lead tenor
voice of the Crests died in Cape Coral, Florida on
th
th
24 March. Born John Mastrangelo on 7 May
1939 in Brooklyn, New York, he joined the mixedrace vocal group in 1957. Their biggest hit - 16
Candles – an American number two in early 1959,
became their calling card. They subsequently
enjoyed US top thirty his with Six Nights A Week,
The Angels Listened In, Step By Step and Trouble
In Paradise, all on the Coed label. With record
company executives pushing Maestro into
pursuing a solo career he left the Crests and
reached number twenty under his own name in
1961 with Model Girl. In 1968 Maestro reemerged
leading large doo-wop outfit Brooklyn Bridge on
their number three hit Worst That Could Happen.

Blues singer and guitarist Calvin Leavy was born
th
in Stuttgart, Arkansas on 20 April 1940. His
recordings from the late sixties and early
seventies included the storming, mean and moody
Cummins Prison Farm, which was originally
issued on Soul Beat before Shelby Singleton put it
out on his Blue Fox label. I first came across it on
the wonderfully titled various artists compilation
My Guitar Wants To Kill Your Mama, the cover of
which shows Leavy dressed in a prison uniform.
Ironically he was jailed in 1992 after being
convicted of multiple drugs related offences in
Little Rock, and was still a prisoner when he died
th
in hospital in Pine Bluff, Arkansas on 6 June.
Country singer Jimmy Dean will forever be
synonymous with the tale of Big Bad John, which
topped the US charts in October 1961 and peaked
at number two here behind the Presley pairing His
th
Latest Flame/Little Sister. Dean was born on 10
August 1938 in Olton, near Plainview, Texas. He
began his recording career in 1952 for 4 Star
before moving to Mercury and then to Columbia
who released his moving composition about big
John. In the UK it came out on Philips coupled
with I Won’t Go Huntin’ With You Jake (But I’ll Go
Chasin’ Wimmin).
Dean also entered the
American top ten with PT109, and then reached
number 33 in Britain in November 1962 with Little
Black Book which was issued on CBS. He
subsequently signed for RCA and enjoyed a
rather accomplished country music career
besides TV and film appearances before
becoming a successful businessman. Jimmy
th
Dean died at his home in Varina, Virginia on 13
June.
Weeping Wilkinson

Tenor singer Norman Wright was born in
st
Philadelphia on 21 October 1937 and became a
member of the Del Vikings, singing lead on their
Fee Bee recording of Come Go With Me which
was leased to Dot and reached number five in
America in 1957. He also sang on their other top
ten hit, the classic Whispering Bells, before the
group split into two factions with Wright appearing
on the minor hit for the Mercury label – Cool
Shake/A Sunday Kind Of Love. Norman Wright
rd
passed away on 23 April in Morristown, New
Jersey.

Model and actress Pamela Green possessed a
striking 38-22-36 figure, which was drooled over
by many a pubescent male in repressive Britain
during the fifties and sixties. Born in Kingstonth
upon-Thames on 28 March 1929, Green studied
art and worked as a dancer before teaming up
with theatrical photographer George Harrison
Marks. Together they launched a business selling
saucy photos in Soho newsagents and then
published nude glamour magazine Kamara.
Green featured prominently in this and other
similar glossy pocket periodicals, going on to
appear in several risqué films such as Naked As
Nature Intended in 1961. Continuing to pose in
the buff until she reached fifty years of age Green
retired to the Isle of Wight where she died of
th
leukaemia on 7 May.
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MR ANGRY RETURNS
John Howard is back and he's madder than ever
Cadaverous gay Evan Davis who is the BBC
Economics Editor when he wants to be, and shares
his home with a European immigrant, fronted a TV
programme around the last time Tales From The
Woods was published, entitled The Day the
Immigrants Left.
In this ill-thought out telly prog, the irritating Davis,
often seen on the downmarket Dragon's Den despite
his aslongasthis academic credentials and Oxford
degree in PPE, caught a train to Wisbech in
Cambridgeshire allegedly to discover what would
happen if the three and a half million foreign workers
in this country upped sticks and left.
The town has a 40 percent higher unemployment rate
than the national average, but those that have jobs
seem not to have English as their mother tongue, and
when they reach positions of hire-and-fire seem to
hire their fellow countrymen in preference to locals.
There are 9,000 foreign workers employed in the
town, and 3,000 Brits out of work, many blaming the
migrants for their own sorry situation.
To prove Davis' wobbly point that the Brits were
unemployed because they were incapable of working,
he chose four examples of jobs the millions of jobless
Brits could do if immigrants weren't doing them
already. They included serving in an Indian
restaurant, picking crops in the fields, working in a
potato processing plant and carpentry.
The BBC advertised their jobs for a month, and
received hundreds of applications from folk keen to
separate themselves from the benefits culture, and
make some real effort to support their own families.
Oh, and to appear on TV, natch.
The people he chose were a motley bunch of chavs
who expressed their anger at the numbers of foreign
workers in their area, apparently the destination of
choice for many of those who have successfully
hidden away in trucks and made it through the
Channel tunnel or others from eastern Europe who
have bought one-way bus tickets from Bratislava and
Budapest.
The natives were given the chance to do various jobs
currently filled by migrants for just a couple of days.
With the exception of the carpenter, the dole queue
victims were not able to keep up with the Romanians,
Lithuanians, Bangla Deshis and so on who were
already doing the jobs.
In every case except that of the carpenter, the jobless
Brits had no experience or knowledge of the jobs they
were given. Most screwed up. Many did not turn up
for their first day of work, thus underlining Davis'
thesis that Brits are work-shy. Either that, or they
suddenly realised they were being set up by the BBC
to look idiots, and decided at the last minute they
didn't want to play this game.
The foregoing, Evan believed, proved his point that
we needed all these immigrants. Oh, really?
Had he, for instance, chosen jobs in my own field that
I and my unemployed and unemployable

contemporaries, could and would do, he might have
got a different result.
Do we really need to import Trinidadians, like Trevor
McDonald, or Sri Lankans, like George Alaguya, to
read our TV news? I can read. You can probably
read, if you got this far. You could probably read the
news. Do we need Irishmen like Terry Wogan,
Graham Norton and Dara O'Briain to front our
chatshows and comedy programmes? Are you, Evan,
suggesting no Brits could fill the jobs?
Why do we have Australians like Amanda Platell,
Germaine Greer and Clive James filling our
newspaper columns, when I could give you a list of
jobless British journalists? Do we really need the likes
of Bostonian Lloyd Grossman over here flogging
sauces when we can mix our own? The list is
endless. I use these examples to turn the odious
Davis' argument on its head.
I welcome the fact that the UK is the destination
chosen by talented people from all over the world to
give us the benefits of their skills and knowledge.
Suggesting that crops would fester in the ground
were it not for immigrant labour is a nonsense; we've
fed ourselves and grown our own crops for two
millennia quite successfully without the help of people
from Riga and Kracow. To ask an unemployed carrot
cruncher to serve in an Indian restaurant when it
appeared from the TV show he had never even been
into one was a nonsense, which was brought into
sharp relief in the café of an Ealing hotel the day after
the programme aired.
I asked the Polish server whether they had any brown
bread sandwiches instead of white bread, and she
looked at me uncomprehendingly. On that showing, a
lad who did not know his Bhindi from his Bhaji would
actually have got that job if he had been Polish, and
the restaurant had been in London.
Davis' point, one that often comes out on both TV
and in newspapers, is that we Brits are a self-loathing
lot with a penchant for muddled thinking. Why this
programme was made and aired is both an example
of this, and a mystery.
However, those who seek an Orwellian sub-text to
anything that happens in Westminster are already
suggesting that this was just one more typical
"Ministry of Truth" exercise ahead of the news that
under Labour 1.1 million jobs, half the total created by
the old government, were taken by immigrants who
could have been refused work permits.
In the same period, the number of Brits in
employment fell by 400,000. C'mon Davis, they can't
all be work-shy, incompetent scroungers.
But if he believes bending the truth in a fashion
pioneered by Hitler's Minister of Propaganda, Dr
Goebbels, then he might consider where this attitude
leads.
Pick up your Pink Triangle from reception, Evan, just
ahead of the chap who will measure you for your
striped pyjamas.
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Eddie Cochran, is heard behind Buddy Lowe on "It
Happened To Me". Ronnie Daimond (as I read it)
offers a decent cover of Tooter Boatman's "Life
Begins At Four O'Clock" while Bobby Charles
treats Fats Domino's "Let The Four Winds Blow"
with the reverence you'd expect. Roy Brown
recorded "Four Winds" for Imperial as well but
here we get his classic "Hip Shakin' Baby", and
carrying on the Fats theme, we have the slower
original of "I'm Gonna Be A Wheel Someday" by
Bobby Mitchell, which must be a strong contender
for having the Most Irritating Guitar Solo Of All
Time within it, but it still thrills the Bunster.
Rockabilly is represented by Art Roberts with
"Give Her The Axe, Max", and elsewhere the
main redeeming feature of Slick Slavin's "Speed
Crazy" is its guitar solo, the best of Ronny Smith's
two is the piano-driven rocker "Long Time No
Love", Brit-rocker Simon Scott's "Move It Baby" is
one of THE most popular strollers on the record
hop circuit right now, Sandy Nelson's take on "All
Night Long" for me supersedes Joe Houston by
the longest chalk, Johnny and Dorsey Burnette
are naturally superb with "My Honey", Jimmy
Craig's "Oh Little Girl" is worth a stroll, Jay Blue's
"The Coolest" is very bohemian, real jazzy, while
Art Roberts' "Terrible Ivan" is Imperial's answer to
John Zacherle. For me, this is the strongest of all
the releases, but wait! there's more to come.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Hi folks, there's been a fair ol' plethora of rockin'
CDs to hit the racks since you and I last had a
little chat; in particular the folks behind the Lesley
label have been spoiling us boogie-seekers rotten
in the last few months issuing a series of "Rock
and Roll Party" CDs containing tracks from the
last half of the '50s drawn from various labels, all
dubbed from disc and including many, many
rarities. So let's examine some of these.

Best of the bunch for yours truly is a 32-tracker of
rockin' fare issued on Lew Chudd's Imperial label
(LESCD 002) though not all the tracks are toprate; Merle Kilgore, who penned many country
classics including, of course, "Ring Of Fire" for
Johnny Cash, and who issued one corker for
Imperial, "Everybody Needs A Little Lovin'", is only
average on "Hang Doll" and the jazzy "Start All
Over Again" (which reminds me of Nappy Brown's
"Coalminer" somewhat).

The Coral collection (LESCD 5) is much more
patchy. For instance, among the 30 tracks, you
have crap from the Lancers and the Goofers, total
crap from Alan Dale, Bill Carey, Dorothy Collins
and Don Cornell (popular total crap in the case of
his "Mama Guitar"), disappointments from Billy
Williams (known for his 1957 UK chart hit, "I'm
Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself A
Letter"). With Jimmy Cavello, Ivan ("Real Wild
Child"), Alan Freed ("Rock and Roll Boogie"),
Moon Mullican ("Moon's Rock"), the 5 Chavis
Brothers ("Baby Don't Leave Me" and "Old Time
Rock and Roll", which is pretty much a
secularisation of the spiritual, "Old Time
Religion"), Baker Knight ("Just Relax", as covered
later on Decca by Rick Nelson), a young Johnny
Rivers ("That's My Babe") and Terry Noland
("Sugar Drop" and "There Was A Fungus Among
Us") you will, of course, get class. What of the
rest, or shall we say more obscure? The Matys
Brothers offer a decent jiver in "Crazy Street", the
Bay Bops offer a busy rocker in "Follow The
Rock", pop/rock/jazz is the fusion for the
Dawnbreakers' "Boy With The Be-Bop Glasses",
there are average efforts from Dick Vale, Bob

The rest rate as OK upwards; into this category
fall two Jimmie Haskell space-obsessed
instrumentals, "Rockin' In The Orbit", and
"Astrosonic", the two by country star and Texas
Tornado-to-be Freddie Fender, one, the
Moonglows-ish "Holy One", bubbled under the
Billboard Hot 100. Also thumbs-uppable are
Bobby Jay's pair, though Ricky Nelson would, I'm
sure, have done a better job with "Sweet Little
Stranger" and "So Lonely", Sonny Anderson's
double ("Lonely Lonely Train", and "Yes I'm
Gonna Love You", issued over here in early '60 on
London-American) must also have surely been
pitched the Hollywood Hillbilly's way initially. One
of Tommy Lomonte's selections, "Yeah Yeah
Yeah", boasts a nice, snarly vocal, while Jackie
Walker (best known for "No Teenagers Allowed")
weighs in with a couple, one of which is the
weirdest cover of "Peggy Sue" I ever heard.
Jimmie Madden's version of "Jeannie Jeannie
Jeannie" is the original, and its chief populariser,
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most of the CD’s contents make them worthy
purchases. Volume One (LESCD 8) have two
goodies by the Tyrones, one, "Blast Off" is more
or less their interpretation of the Cues'
"Destination 2165" and it, and they, was/were
featured in the 1958 exploitation flick "Let's Rock",
and the second, "I'm Shook" has more of an early
'60s feel. Jack Hammer is best known as cocomposer of "Great Balls Of Fire", but his
"Football Rock" does his reputation little good.
The two by Glenn Reeves, who demoed
"Heartbreak Hotel" for Elvis, are fine ("Betty
Bounce" and, in particular "Rock A Boogie Lou"),
as is Mitchell Torok's UK Top 20 hit and one-time
record hop fave "Red Light Green Light". Eddie
Fontaine is a name familiar to all and he weighs in
with a feisty rendition of David Houston's "One
And Only" and "Hey Marie, Rock With Me". The
pair by Lance Roberts surely date from the very
early '60s, as "You've Got Everything" is a straight
cover of the Bob Luman favourite, and "Gonna
Have Myself A Ball" is more of a twister. Naff (to
me) are the contributions from one Dodie Randle
and Don Estes, better are the efforts by Warner
Mack, the Jumpin' Jaguars, Don Winters (an OK
stroller in "Someday Baby") the Rockin' Saints
("Alright Baby"), Little Norman ("Drag Strip Baby"),
Pat Shannon's stroller ("Knock Knock") and rocker
("You're So Wild"), Jo Stafford-like crooner
Roberta Sherwood ("Love Is Breakin' Out") Kenny
Lee Martin (a slower cover of Johnny Restivo's
"The Shape I'm In") Len Carrie, the Sparks and
Jimmy Daley (offering swing rockers). Classic
would be the word applied to Owen Bradley ("Big
Guitar") and Ronnie Self ("Big Town") and I truly
enjoyed Vic Wilder's "Hey Little Girl" and the Teen
Tones' "Don't Call Me Baby", strong rockers both.

Riley offers an OK teen rocker in "Waiting" and
Roy Berkeley a fair cover of Paul Evans'
"Hushabye Little Guitar", and it's nice to see two of
Charlie Gracie's Coral sides on shiny for the first
time, the highly commercial "Angel Of Love" and
"I'm A Fool That's Why". Verdict on CD? Taste
and try before you buy.

I'll comment on the second volume when we go
online, but to sum up the patchy "Brunswick Rock
and Roll Party Volume One" (LESCD 6); there are
naff offerings by one Pumpkin (well, "Boom
Boom" - not the John Lee Hooker tune - is
acceptable), Sandee Moore, and a naff-plus
desecration of Chuck's "School Day" by Big Tiny
Little. Good stuff, much of which you'll surely have
anyway? Johnny O'Keefe, Terry Noland again,
Billy Riley ("Rockin' On The Moon"), Eddie
Reardon (Fontaine) with "Who Is Eddie?", and the
Accents with the magnificent "Wiggle Wiggle";
good also are Wayne "All I Could Do Was Cry"
Walker with "You've Got Me" and, especially,
"Little Ole You", plus the offerings of Chuck
Johnston, Chuck and Bill, Johnny Duffett, Billy
Rocka (who contributes a reasonable version of
Roy Hamilton/Elvis's "Gonna Sit Right Down and
Cry Over You"), Veline Hackert, Arthur Osbourne,
George Cromwell, and Don Webb, with Freddie
Neil offering a good stroller in "Listen Kitten".
Douglas Cornell's "Hey! Cool" is a decent teen
rocker, as is "Lookie Lookie Lookie" from Ronnie
Smith, however, other songs by Austin Smiley,
Bobby Jackson, the Everlys-ish "This Is It" by the
Paris Brothers, Homer Denison Jr.'s hot-rod
rocker "Chickie Run" rate only as average. So, a
better batting average than the Coral collection,
but a pre-purchase tasting session would still be
advised.

Like Volume One, Volume Two (LESCD 9) is a
30-tracker, and what a way to kick it off, by way of
the Rockin' Saints' "Cheat On Me Baby"! Naff
offerings here come courtesy of the Perry Sisters
and Dave Gardner, there's sheer crap from Dodie
Randle (no amount of echo in the world could
make her voice sound anywhere near good) and,
sadly, from the Tyrones with the irritating novelty
rocker "Giggles" (their second offering "Broke
Down Baby" is a more acceptable stroller). Covers
are offered by Eddie Fontaine ("Honky Tonk
Man") Pat Shannon ("The Snake and The
Bookworm") and by Grady Martin, who's the best
thing by far in his version of "When My Dreamboat
Comes Home". Original versions come courtesy

Lastly, there are two volumes of material drawn
from the Decca archives, and although not
everything's essential (in the case of caterwauling
Judy and Joyce on Volume One) the quality of
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of the Sparks ("Mary Mary Lou", covered by Sam
Cooke and Bill Haley) and Frankie Sal ("Fabulous
Cure", covered in the UK by Dickie Pride),
commercially-aimed rockers are proffered by
Chuck and Betty with "Come Back Little Girl" and
"Walking In My Dreams" (how many song titles
can you pick out in the latter?!), Andy Quinn
("Can't You See"), the Teen Tones ("Yes You
May"), again, Pat Shannon ("Maybelle") and Rudy
Hansen ("Just As Long"), novelty rockers by
Glenn Reeves ("Tarzan"), decent rockers by Joey
Biscoe ("You Lovin' Doll"), and the Jumpin'
Jaguars (the Freddie Bell-like "Knock-Kneed
Nellie From Knoxville") three swing rockers,
naturally, from Jimmy Daley (including "Rock
Pretty Baby", from the 1957 movie), country stars
trying (literally) to rock (the Wilburn Brothers and
Tex Willams) and a tough stroller, "Rough Lover"
from Annisteen Allen, the original "Fujiyama
Mama" herself.

but we do get Jape's originals of 'White Lightning'
and 'Beggar To A King' and great they are. Add to
that the sublime 'It's the Truth Ruth' - two
versions no less - 'The Preacher and the Bear',
'Crazy Blues' and ' Walking Through My Dreams'
and you see an artist who could straddle Rock
and Roll and Country with consummate ease.
The various artists are a mixed bunch including
Eddie Cochran's great version of 'Three Stars'
and Ray Campi's 'The Man I Met' alongside Don
Terry and Jayne Mansfield(!). Certainly the latter's
contribution could have been replaced by
something of better quality (the Jape penned 'I
Want A Rock and Roll Guitar' by Johnny Preston
for example).
As always the booklet is well written - and includes
the grisly story about the casket which did the
rounds of Now Dig This a couple of years ago. A
full discography is included too.

For collectors these releases are manna from
heaven, and Lesley aren't exactly slow in turning
'em out; by the time TFTW issues its debut
"online" issue, there'll doubtless be more to
review. Lesley's subsidiary label, Cactus, are
themselves issuing many hillbilly rarities from the
aforementioned labels on shiny, and in time I'll
take a look at some of these. See you on the
computer!
Hardrock Bunter







Great artist, great CD which I highly recommend.
John Spencely









SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.



As anyone who's attempted to compile any sort of
top ten is aware, it's always immensely difficult,
what do you leave out? Well here goes for the first
time anywhere, Soulboy reveals his inner soul and
commits to print his all time TOP TEN SOUL
sides.

Big Bopper - Hellooo Baby
(Bear family BCD17109)
Arriving in the post this week, Bear Family's new
CD collects the 23 surviving Big Bopper
recordings and includes 8 more tracks by various
artists which have a strong connection with Jape.

GENE CHANDLER….NOTHING CAN STOP
ME…. (Stateside/Constellation 1965).
Familiarly to everyone. I get withdrawal symptoms
if I don't play this amazing piece of vinyl regularly.
I need my fix. Written by Curtis Mayfield, a classic
‘60s soul record I simply never tire of. Brilliant.
EDDIE HOLLOWAY….I AM WHO REALLY
LOVES YOU…. (H&H 1981)
Previously out on Dealers Choice as "I Am The
One" in 1978. Obviously he didn't have any luck
wooing his lady back then. So he gave it another
shot in 1981, re-titled; he wails and pleads, for this
woman, even more so on "I Am who really loves
you", to no avail. Brilliant deeeeep soul.

In direct contrast to his fellow passengers Buddy
and Richie, the Big Bopper's legacy has sunk to
an extent that when he has been portrayed in
films and on the stage it is as a one-dimensional
and one hit artist. Hell yeah 'Chantilly Lace' is a
great song but this is an artist who, in a career no
longer than Buddy's, wrote gems such as 'White
Lightning' and 'Running Bear'. Two years after
Jape died Hank Snow took 'A Beggar To A King'
into the country top 10. Sadly the CD doesn't
include the Hank and Johnny Preston recordings

KIP ANDERSON….I WENT OFF AND CRIED….
(Excello 1968)
Another case of lost love, guaranteed goose
pimples. Suicidal pain that's hard to imaging
anyone putting down on record. As deep as it gets
and more.
He survived to appear at the Utrecht Blues
Festival in 2001. He performed this particular
song, not surprisingly a lot smoother than the
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record, but to me it was the highlight of the
festival.

(Pye/Buddah LP Give Get Take and Have 1976)
Another very hard choice from so many classic
recordings by Curtis/Impressions. "Soul Music"
The lyrics sum it up...."Down in the basement
there's a secret place, where people dance all
night, swinging in and out, to and fro, soul music".
A majestic recording.

BOBBY McCLURE….TO GET WHAT YOU
GOT…. (Hi 1978)
Another gem that gets a regular spin. Superb
dead slow melodic love ballad, from a very
underrated soul artist.
SPENCER WIGGINS….SOUL CITY USA…. (Bell
1969)
A great up-tempo slab of soul from a master. By
far my favourite of the soul dancing across the
USA type of thing.
RONNIE McNEIR….WENDY IS
GONE….(London/Prodigal 1975)
Needs no introduction. One of the many gems
recommended by Dave Godin when he had his
Blues and Soul Mag column. As was Jean Plum's
"Look At The Boy" (London/Hi). Dave was always
up front with his reviews of quality soul records,
and never disappointed buying blind.

Curtis is probably the greatest soul singer of all
time, he certainly is my number one.
Question... What is Woody's son called?
SOUL ANIMAL DANCE TIME
Do The Bird - Dee Dee Sharp
The Snake - Isley Brothers
Let's Turkey Trot - Little Eva
The Duck - Jackie Lee
Philly-Dog - Mar-Keys
Ride Your Pony - Lee Dorsey
Do The Funky Chicken - Rufus Thomas
Bear Footin' - Robert Parker
The Funky Penguin - Robert Parker
The Monkey Time - Major Lance
The (Bossa Nova) Bird - The Dells
Baby Do The Philly Dog - The Olympics
Lets Pony Again - Vibrations
Mickey's Monkey - The Miracles

DETROIT SPINNERS….I'LL BE AROUND….
(Atlantic 1972)
Even Soulboy hurts sometimes. I guess everyone
has a particular tune that tugs at the heart, for that
special someone that has passed through their
life. I've had my share of losing.
NOTATIONS….THINK BEFORE YOU STOP….
(Gemigo 1975)
Almost any track from the Notations album,
'NOTATIONS' (Gemigo) would merit a place in my
top ten. A definite all time top 5 album. I'm going
with "Think Before You Stop", group soul at its
very best. Clifford Curry's (not the "I Shot A Hole
In My Soul" Curry, I stand corrected) soaring lead
vocals are pulsating. Although the group were
consistent R&B hit-makers in the mid-seventies,
they never achieved the lasting status they so
richly deserved.

LOOKING BACK
The last time Bobby Womack came to London
THE LAST SOUL MAN BOBBY WOMACK LIVE
Hammersmith London 28 May 2004

LARRY SAUNDERS….ON THE REAL
SIDE….(All Platinum 1974)
A Northern soul favourite. I defy anyone not to
throb on hearing this blistering Soul track. An
absolutely out of this world groove.

It's been a long wait since the soul messiah last
descended on the UK. Hidden under a hat and
dark glasses it's impossible to see if he is aging
gracefully, but more importantly vocally the last
soul man has never sounded better, during what
must be one of the greatest soul concerts in a
very long time.

No all time soul chart of mine could be complete
without these two soul giants. So many classics
it's hard to choose just the one by each.

The crowd that filled the Odeon, as it will always
be known by me, came with the anticipation the
faithful bring to a good revival meeting, and the
travelling preacher, backed by his tight band,
Brotherhood, did not disappoint. No time wasting
opening numbers, as Bobby swaggered on stage
to some sleazy brass, to a hero's welcome "Nice
to be home" then sang, no he wailed, 'Across
110th Street', and all memories of long gone soul
were replaced by thoughts of good soul times

BOBBY WOMACK….HOW COULD YOU
BREAK MY HEART…. (LP Roads Of Life 1979)
My choice is Bobby at his very best. Will we ever
get more real soul from Bobby in the future? I'm
going to squeeze in a 9½. Who's counting?
Another humdinger from Bobby is a track from the
album 'WOMAGIC' ( MCA 1986) "The Things We
Do (When We're Lonely)".
CURTIS MAYFIELD….SOUL MUSIC….
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about to happen, like they used to do it. The
man's very presence created an atmosphere,
such that the audience was soon on its feet,
reaching with admiration to a lost hero.

funky groove, with Bobby coasting along on the
surging rhythm, his rough and raw way of handling
his material lets rip on 'I Feel A Groove Coming
On', and then a rousing 'I Can Understand It',
which includes a couple of verses of 'I Wanna
Take You Higher', plus a killer guitar break mixed
in for good measure.

As he fleshed out the image of the Soul Man in his
love songs, particularly in soaring duets with
Alltrinna Grayson, Bobby worked an audience
starving for no-frills renditions from the best of his
treasure chest of a catalogue. And he responded
in kind, what legacy, 'California Dreamin', 'Nobody
Wants You When You're Down and Out', eased
out over a solid bass and rhythm line. 'Harry
Hippie', step forward Ms Hobo, Alltrinna Grayson,
giving her the first chance to clear her throat, and
Mr Hippie a piece of her mind. 'Daylight', 'I Wish
He Didn't Trust Me So Much', while the band
pumped, Bobby, shedding his waistcoat, wailing,
heart wrenchingly preached, showcasing Bobby at
his invincible best, this was the business, In a
word, WOW!

No way are we going to let him go, the Odeon was
going to explode as we demanded more. A
genuinely surprised Bobby eventually returns
treating us to 'It's All Over Now', with all three
guitarists including our main man himself battling
it out furiously. 'Love Has Finally Come At Last'
with the able assistance of Alltrina, whose
beseeching at more than one point threatened to
blow Bobby away as they duet, or should that read
duel, brings a fantastic end to a brilliant evening.
When this awful nu soul is spreading like a deadly
virus, it's warming that someone is still treading
the boards preaching and carrying the flame for
singing real soul. Yes the living legend Bobby
Womack, boss amongst the real soul men, is still
the greatest live show on earth.
Grateful thanks once again to Dave Thomas, our
soul man from Shrewsbury, for the Bobby
Womack photos taken at Birmingham the night
after London.
Keep your eyes open. Bobby is currently a guest
singer with the super group Gorillaz.

The intensity continued in the true Womackian
tradition as The Poet pranced over every inch of
the stage. He gloriously growled, soulfully roared
with a careening swoop, slicing soul screams as
he was testifying to his soul through blistering
versions of 'That's The Way I Feel About Cha',
'Woman Gotta Have It', 'Stop On By' with a hint of
'What's Going On' thrown in. Things cooled down
a little as he doffed his guitar and swept straight
into Sam Cooke's, Bobby's musical Godfather, 'A
Change Is Gonna Come', which froze me in my
seat, by an awesome delivery with his delicate
touch of Cooke's legacy. Stinging stuff.

ROYAL SOULS
George Duke - Albert King - B B King - Ben E
King - Evelyn 'Champagne' King - Prince - Freddie
King - The Five Crowns - King Curtis - King Sunny
Ade - The Counts - Gladys Knight and her Pips Robert Knight - The Five Royals - King Diamond Prince Phillip Mitchell - King Floyd - Count Basie Duke Ellington - Nat 'King' Cole - Queen Ida - Lord
Luther - King Louie - Lord Thunder - Marie
'Queenie' Lyons - Eddie King - Prince La La - Little
Royal - Earl King - Jimmy King - Doris Duke King Solomon - Al King - Knight Brothers - Lee
Moses - Ray Gany & Arabian Knights - Little
Hooks and the Kings - Jean Knight - King
Hannibal - King George - Prince & Princess - The
Royal Dukes of Rhythm - Prince Charles (Charles
Fontenot) - Frederick Knight - Pee Wee King

He continued with the perkily Valentinos, 'Lookin'
For A Love', then 'If You Think Your Lonely Now',
charred with a deep soul burn, hollering, testifying
during a long sensual rap about relationships. He
leaves no stone unturned as he goes back to the
Womack Brothers’ beginning for an uplifting
gospel sermon 'Jesus Be A Fence Around Me'.

What is Woody's son called? Answer...Arlo
For a thousand letters..Give me one poet.
(George Duthuit 1936)

The tumultuous 'No Matter How High I Get'
followed; up steps Alltrina once again to join the
party with vocalising bursts to shake the walls with
one scream, her range is incredible as she is fed
by Bobby to go higher and higher, the band lifting
the pair to a climactic finish. Then he was gone.

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY

Bobby returns for his encore, the whole band is
behind him in full cry belting out an irresistible
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Keep on keeping on







Charlie Gillett

Popular Music’ - and you’re overwhelmed by the
sheer amount of volumes available - everything
from cut-and-paste jobs about the latest pop idol,
to exhaustively researched, quasi-academic
tomes on the origins of rhythm and blues, the
lyrics of Bob Dylan, the roots of rock, Bollywood
musicals, whatever.

The music business has many members, each
with their own ideas on how to, or how they plan
to, earn money from it. Some have big ideas and
usually the ones with the big ideas have not much
interest in the music, only in the money that can
be made from the music business. Then they aim
to be even 'more successful (?) by making even
more money.

It’s hard now to imagine it was not always like this.
Yet even in the latter half of the sixties, apart from
the likes of Paul Oliver and Leroy
Charlie at the 100 Club
Jones writing about blues, there was
in ‘78 © Paul Harris
I came into the music business
an almost total absence on the shelves
because I loved the music I loved and
of anything of substance on rock and
was overwhelmed by the idea (and
roll and its related forms. As a
still am) that I could actually go
schoolboy fan of Jerry Lee, Little
through life doing the thing I loved
Richard and above all Chuck Berry, I
and earn a living from it. I thought that
spent many unrewarding hours in
everybody who chose to be in the
Birmingham Reference Library trying in
music business was like me. Firstly,
vain to find something that put the
they loved the music, and secondly
music I loved into any kind of context
they wanted to earn a living doing the
or gave it due respect.
thing that they loved.
All that changed with The Sound Of
The City. I like to think Charlie Gillett,
But I didn't 'quickly learn' as the
feeling some of the frustration I felt,
saying goes, I gradually learned that
decided in the absence of anything
all those in the business that were not
else he would write his own book - if
actually musicians, most definitely
only I’d done the same! But Charlie had a head
were not like me. Non musicians were a different
start on me - an MA thesis he wrote in ‘65 at New
breed. 'They have no heart, no love, no passion
York’s Columbia University on the history of
for the music. They are in it for the money. So I
Rock’n’Roll. Thesis completed, degree awarded,
wrote them off. Never, no never, the twain shall
Charlie headed back to England, took up
meet.
teaching, but in his spare hours tried to work-up
what he had into a fully-fledged book.
Then along came Charlie Gillett. Thank you
Charlie.
As he recalled in an interview with Froots

Chas Hodges

magazine “About two or three years into this
process, I got a letter from America…‘You won’t
know me but it was my secretary who typed your
thesis…I’ve formed a publishing company’….” A
few more rewrites later, the thesis became Sound
Of The City and was an immediate success in the
States, and its success there led to Charlie being
something of a media hit in England, appearing
with Michael Parkinson and presenting TV profiles
of B B King, The Drifters and many others. He
turned down a presenting job on the Old Grey
Whistle Test because he felt he would have to
wax lyrical about bands he didn’t rate (“people like
Yes and ELP or whatever”) and instead took up a
post at Radio London, and the rest, as they say, is
history.

Charlie Gillett
by Harry Lamb
Charlie Gillett, who died in London earlier this
year, had a long and largely successful career as
a promoter and populariser of many styles of
music. His 1970’s Radio London show Honky
Tonk helped launch the careers of artists like
Graham Parker, Dire Straits and Ian Dury (for a
short while he was Dury’s co-manager), and his
Oval Records label achieved Gold Disc status for
Johnny Allan’s swamped-up version of Chuck
Berry’s Promised Land. In more recent times his
interest switched to world music, largely African in
origin, and thanks to the internet and BBC World
Service he became an international figure on that
scene.

Preparing for this piece, I quickly scanned the
reference sources for Peter Guralnick’s book on
Elvis, Last Train To Memphis. Apart from one or
two published memoirs by old-time country stars, I
couldn’t find a single book which predated Charlie
Gillett’s meisterwerk. That’s how far ahead of the
game The Sound Of The City was.

However, as most of the recent obituaries and
tributes to Gillett show, to a certain generation he
will always be remembered as the author of The
Sound Of The City - The Rise Of Rock And Roll,
first published in 1970 and still in print today.

Read
more
about
Charlie
Gillett
:
www.guardian.co.uk/tv-and-radio/2010/.../charliegillett-obituary

Check out the music section of any reasonable
bookshop - or better still Google ‘Books on
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Rockabilly Rave

Closing the weekend were The Sureshots from
England, with Charlie Thompson guesting on lead
vocals for three numbers. They were great too.

I attended my first Rockabilly Rave at Pontin’s
Holiday Centre, Camber Sands, East Sussex last
weekend. I had to be persuaded to go as, while I
love first rate rockabilly from the American greats
like Carl Perkins, Billy Lee Riley, Sonny Burgess,
Warren Smith, Johnny Burnette Trio, etc. I’m not
so keen on neo-rockabilly and obscure 1950s
rockabilly from equally obscure artists.

The atmosphere was very friendly, with many
young rockabillies, a few Teds (most of us
abandoning our drape jackets/suits in favour of
more appropriate attire for a rockabilly do, but
there were a handful of Teddy boys in their gear),
and others who were just themselves. A couple
who looked like aging hippies were thoroughly
enjoying the music, and a gentleman called
Robin/Robyn came on the dance floor in full drag
on the Saturday night. This reminded me of the
party atmosphere on the last nights of the Rhythm
Riot held at the same venue every November,
when many guys dress up, some in drag. One
homophobic notice in the Gents loo on the
Saturday which I removed, and glad to say it
never reappeared. Robin/Robyn had many friends
among the rockabilly crowd, and I admire his
pluck.

I decided to go because I wanted to see the great
Sleepy La Beef and Jack Scott once again. In fact
I enjoyed much more than these two, though they
were superb.
Sleepy La Beef went well over his allotted 45
minutes playing for an hour 20 or 25 minutes. Not
for nothing is he called ‘the human jukebox’ as he
treated us to a mixture of Rock’n’Roll, rockabilly
and Country music, some complete songs, some
medleys.

Surprisingly there was a good selection of
records/CDs over the weekend, not all obscure
rockabilly – even Bill Haley, Jerry Lee and Chuck
Berry were featured.

And he was singing a different set to when I last
saw him just a couple of years ago. He may have
been a bit hoarse, that rich baritone voice seemed
a bit subdued and some noticed him cough a few
times, but it was still a great set. His guitar playing
is as good as ever, and I was close enough to see
the dice stuck to his guitar, a novel
embellishment.

Apart from the music, the four of us sharing a
chalet visited nearby Hastings and St Leonards on
the Saturday. The other three explored the Old
Town, while I visited an old friend, Brian, in his
care home, and another friend, Steve, in his new
compact home in front of the cliffs at the Bo-Peep
end of St Leonards, a few yards from the beach.

Jack Scott was, if possible, even better the next
night. He did about the same time on stage as
Sleepy, and again we got a good mixture of his
Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly and pop hits, together with
some Country. He even did a fantastic fast yodel
on ‘Mountain Dew’ (I have the Grandpa Jones
version of this, no yodelling on that.)

On Sunday the four of us went by bus to New
Romney where we caught the Romney Hythe and
Dymchurch small-gauge steam railway to
Dungeness, then to Hythe, and back to New
Romney. A very enjoyable day out. We have to
thank Martyn, who lives locally in St Leonards, for
this, and for taking Alan and Gordon on a tour of
Hastings Old Town on the Saturday.

Lynette Morgan and the Blackwater Valley Boys
were great as usual, doing a rockabilly set. They
also do a great Country set, featuring Patsy Cline
and Hank Williams numbers, but not on this
occasion.

The RHD Railway also had a very interesting
museum at New Romney, which we visited. A
fantastic large-scale model railway with many
different trains on tracks running around half the
museum, plus photos and models showing the
history of the railway. Some of us could have
spent more time here, quite appropriate for
fathers’ day. Everyone knows fathers buy model
railways as much for themselves as for their sons!

If these hillbillies hailed from England the Hillbilly
Boogiemen who played on Sunday night came
from the distinctly hill-less below sea-level plains
of the Netherlands. They did some excellent
Country and hillbilly, including some great fiddle
playing, and also banjo playing on some
Bluegrass numbers.

I had my doubts about going to my first Rockabilly
Rave, especially as I’m at the Teddy-boy oriented
Wildest Cats In Town Weekender at Pontin’s in
Pakefield, Lowestoft in just two weeks’ time. But
with a line-up like we had last weekend I would be
tempted to do the Rockabilly Rave again. A lot of
new faces, some very young, some much older,
but also quite a few familiar ones.

Following them we were treated to a Janice Martin
tribute from Lynette Morgan, Maibell, Jessie,
Rockin’ Bonnie, Miss Mary Ann and Little Esther.
The gals all looked stunning and sounded great
too. My only criticism being we only got about 40
minutes, instead of the promised full hour as in
the program. Janice herself, of course, sadly died
a few years ago, but before that played many
Rock’n’Roll weekenders.
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And a relief not to be sweating in my drape jacket,
and suffering from aching feet in my winklepickers. Just my regular shoes, and some suitable
Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly jackets for a change.
Tony “pooped out” Papard







announced that her brother Mitch was going to
join her and a handsome young man clambered
onto the stage, strapped on his guitar and
proceeded to sing and play a cracking selection of
Chicago classics with his sister skipping around in
delight. Twenty minutes later Kara again took over
the vocals and Mitch added some fine harmonica
into the mix.



Jakarta International Blues Festival
2009
Visiting friends and family in unlikely places can
sometimes lead to unexpected treats and so it
was after my last minute decision to accept an
invitation to spend some time with a cousin in
Indonesia. Upon arrival I was told that a Blues
Festival was in town and tickets had been
purchased.
Dutchman Jan Akkerman was
headlining a bunch of local amateurs, a Jimmy
Hendrix clone, some heavy rockers, one dreadful
poser together with an Irish self-styled ‘rock’
harmonica player: all of whom were lucky enough
to receive sponsorship from Heineken Beer under
a blues banner which sported a ‘back to the roots’
theme. The artists were flown in from various
well-known” Blues Roots” locations like Thailand,
Sumatra, Hong Kong and Singapore and we
walked in to the “Blues Roots “ sound of the
Rolling Stones. If you like having your head blown
off by loud bands mangling great blues classics
save up your pennies for next year’s show. Blues
Rock fans will have a ball. So where, you ask,
was the silver lining?

When it was all over I managed to have a quick
word with them and found that Kara was now
working out of Los Angeles and Mitch was
expecting to do his ‘tour of Europe’ in Jan/Feb
2010. I also purchased a CD, which featured
most of the tracks that Kara had sung but has a
slightly less blues feel. Think of Bonnie Raitt in
top form and you have Kara Grainger. Mitch on
the other hand has six albums none of which I
have heard but I am interested enough to try to
purchase one. If you ever get a chance to see her
or her brother, don’t turn it down.

Well, after five hours of the above we were
making our way to the exit when we were halted
by the sound of a beautifully restrained guitar solo
emanating from Hall 3. Intrigued we wandered in
and found a good looking twenty three year old
Australian singer and guitar player by the name of
Kara Grainger playing brilliant blues licks- the likes
of which you would not expect at your average
British blues festival. The music was in the main
self-penned, beautifully structured and she had
the voice of an angel.

Gerard Homan

'Tales From The Web'

As I type this, Alan Lloyd is updating and
improving the 'Tales From The Woods' website. If
you wanna take a look, the web address is;
www.tftw.org.uk
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

This was a class act with an American drummer
and an Ozzie bass player who knew how to
ground a band. Half way through the show Kara
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Mangham and Bossier City where he attended
high school.

FOUR LETTER WORD (DALE)
THE LOUISIANA TORNADO HAS
GONE

While working in the cotton fields around
Mangham, Dale became exposed to the blues
and gospel. Selling newspapers and shining
shoes helped him to obtain his first guitar for
$9.00 when he was about 9 years old. Dale’s
grandfather, Jessie Clinton Taylor, was a Federal
Marshall and a story teller. Suddenly, Hawkins
realized that he also had stories that he wanted to
tell himself – in song. One of the thrills of his
young life was to hitch 12 miles from home to see
Bill Monroe and Flatt & Scruggs in a gymnasium
in Rayville. His Granddad used to take him to Tom
Ram’s Club where he listened to a wide variety of
black music.

(A serialization of an article from the pen of
Dominique Anglares)
Just a few weeks after we lost Bobby Charles,
more bad news came from Little Rock on
Saturday February 13, 2010. Even though we had
known about Dale Hawkins’ cancer fight for four
years, we just hoped he could make it through
and rock our souls some more. On October 31,
2009, Dale wrote me he will rock until he can’t and
he was in the middle of putting a new CD together
at this time for early 2010. Like for Janis Martin,
those recordings had to be held for future release
if a record label agreed to put money on it.

In 1950, Dale moved with his Mum to the Bossier
Housing Project. When he was a teenager he was
probably listening on KWKH, two daily late
afternoon rhythm and blues shows
named
“Groovie’s Boogie” and “In the Groove” presented
by Ray “Groovie Boy” Bartlett that brought to the
air waves the raw sound of Jimmy Reed, Muddy
Waters, Howlin’ Wolf or T-Bone Walker. When
Ray Bartlett left in late 1950, Frank “Gatemouth”
Page, pretending to be a coloured disc-jockey,
hosted the Stan’s Record Shop show on KWKH,
Shreveport (Louisiana). That show may have
been only 30 minutes long but it made a deep
impact on many teenagers from the South. Then
Frank Page used jive talk, pretending to be a hep
cat and cool Daddy-O. He was playing a lot of
indie records that were impossible to find in local
shops but available by mail from Stan Lewis’ shop
located at 728 Texas Street in the heart of
Shreveport’s lively black community and five
blocks away from The Municipal Auditorium.

Dale’s career is one where he has been more
than an artist with a few hits in the late ‘50s; he
was probably the hottest rocker from North
Louisiana. Dale has been a music industry insider
for more than 50 years, recording, producing,
song writing and working hard with his guitarists.
“Susie-Q”, with its cowbell opening and James
Burton’s wild guitar, captivated the young folks in
1957. That record was totally original at the time
and became a rock and roll standard being
covered by hundreds of singers and bands,
among them Gene Vincent (1964), Mickey Gilley
(1964), Lonnie Mack, Creedence Clearwater
Revival (1968) and The Everly Brothers (1965).
However, it was not Dale’s first record and his
long musical journey started a few years before
that huge hit.

In February 1953, Dale enlisted in the Navy and
was sent to boot camp in San Diego. He remained
in the Navy, stationed in San Francisco and
Korea, for a year and half before coming back to
Shreveport in August 1954. Dale was honourably
discharged after severely injuring his back in an
ammunitions misfire aboard the USS Maddox. He
stayed several months laying in hospital bed
before enrolling in the Norton Business School.
Dale started to hang around club and found a
mentor in guitarist John “Sonny” Jones, brother of
Al Jones and Billie Jean Jones, widow of Hank
Williams and wife of Johnny Horton. “Sonny”
Jones played guitar for Hank Williams in 1952 and
later moved to California and was a stuntman in
movies like “Bonanza” or “The Planet of the Apes”
and musician on Elvis’ movies “Clambake” and
“Speedway”.

Delmar Allen Hawkins was born on August 22,
1936 in Goldmine (Richland Parish), Louisiana,
thirty miles from Ferriday. Goldmine was a 5.000
acre plantation stacked with sharecroppers. His
mother Estelle taught in the only school around
while his Dad Delmar “Skipper” played a variety of
instruments with local Hillbilly bands and was one
of the original “Sons of the Pioneers. With some
uncles and cousins, known as “The Hawkins
Family”, they toured Arkansas and Oklahoma in
the 1930s and 1940s. There was one younger
brother, Jerry, but Hawkins’s parents separated
when he was three and few years later their father
died in an accidental fire. After his Mum
remarried, Dale was moved to relatives in

In early 1956, Dale took a job as counter clerk in
Stan Lewis’s record shop having a depth of
knowledge about Rhythm and Blues or “race”
music as it was still called then. Working at such a
place, he became an authority on the Rhythm and
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local clubs. I don’t know if that rough acetate ever
carried song writing credit for Dale and James but
it would raise troubles in 1957.

Blues hits, selling them by day and singing them
by night with “Sonny Jones” and James Kirkland
in a roller rink near the Arkansas border or along
Bossier City’s clubs like the “Skyway Club” or the
“It’ll Do” located on Highway 80. Dale met James
Burton, then mostly a country music picker, at
Stan’s record shop and made him aware of the
Jimmy Reed and BB King guitar sound. The strip
was packed with bars and honky-tonks and
crowded by servicemen from nearby Barksdale
Air Force base. Lotsa places to work but in front of
rowdy crowds looking for fun and entertainment.

A few months later, Dale paid Bob Sullivan, sound
engineer at KWKH, $25.00 for some recordings,
hoping to secure a record deal that his friend
Bobby Charles had done with “Chess”. That
session done with A.J. Tuminello (dms), Leon
Post (pno), Sonny Trammell (bs) and John
‘Sonny’ Jones (gtr) produced two fabulous
waxings written by Dale but credited to Stanley
Lewis and Eleanor Broadwater, wife of a WLAC
(Nahsville) DJ, Gene Nobles, as a token of Chess’
gratitude for playin’ their records. This sort of gift
was considered routine then and many records
carried the names of DJ, radio personalities,
managers or producers. “See You Soon Baboon”
was added by Gene Nobles to the WLAC blues
playlist but the song was quickly withdrawn when
it was discovered that Hawkins was white. Gene
Nobles, John R. Richbourg and “Hoss” Allen, all
on WLAC, were the first deejays to play rhythm
and blues for a large listening audience of both
white and black. They played black rhythm and
blues music because that is what their listeners
wanted to hear. They played to their listeners’
tastes as long as commercials were selling. For
his help, as usual, Stan Lewis demanded and
received song writing credits. “See You Soon
Baboon” received strong support locally from
David Dreis, a KENT Disc-Jockey, who had a
daily spot from 3.00 to 4.30 pm.

At such live places and high school gyms he
sometime used a black bass player he knew only
as James and A.J Tuminello on drums. On some
occasions the band was joined by Elgie Brown, a
local black musician, born in 1938, who played
sax. They were kicked out of a bunch of local
clubs for being a mixed band.
Among Dale’s favourite performers were Lonnie
Johnson, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Bo Diddley and Sister
Rosetta Tharpe and he knew he couldn’t be a
country & western singer. Working at Stan’s
Record shop opened a lot of doors and Dale
remembers “I got to be friends with B.B. King who
came in the shop one day and took me out that
night to hang out with him at Club 45. There were
things B.B. did in his show that I used when I
played”. He also remembered some Rock’n’Roll
radio shows sponsored by Stan offering five
records for $2.98 with one free. For that money
you had a good Chuck Berry, a good Bo Diddley
and some stuff from Excello and Imperial. A
welcome escape from the sanitized “pop” stuff
controlled by the majors. To make some money,
Dale also parked cars at the Louisiana Hayride for
tips but he had to run a few times after being
spotted by the cops.

“See You Soon Baboon” is clearly a wild answer
to Bobby Charles’ “See You Later Alligator” while
“Four Letter Word (ROCK)” tells you all about that
musical style. Everything is perfect on those two
fabulous waxings issued on Checker 843, in June
1956, after Stan Lewis had pitched the tape to
Chess. Chess having misunderstood Del’s name
made him Dale on the label. Pumping piano, great
sax break, wild voice, steady beat … A must, the
perfect double sider to own but that failed in 1956.
“Heaven”, a song written and recorded by Werly
Fairburn in April 1956, cut at the same session
was issued later on Chess LP 1429. It’s stunning
to hear how that country song was reworked in a
great Louisiana style with the support of a tasty
vocal group and a short but great guitar bridge. In
fact “It’s Heaven” was the B-side for “Everybody’s
Rockin’” (Columbia 21528) and was recorded by
Werly, in Dallas, with James” Sonny” Trammell. In
late 1956, Werly would also join a Rhythm and
Blues label, Savoy, and laid down fabulous rockin’
sides like “All The Time”, “Speak To My Baby” or
“Telephone Baby”. Another great from Louisiana
gone too soon.

Dale’s early band included young musicians like
James Burton, Fred Carter, Nick Roppolo or older
like steel guitarist/bassist James “Sonny”
Trammell. In 1956, there was set a first session at
KENT radio, located in Milan Street, Shreveport,
and with James Burton (gtr), A.J. Tuminello (dms)
and Shelton Bissell (sax). That session produced
a song written by Dale “If You Please” and a first
version of “Susie-Q” written and worked out by
Dale Hawkins and James Burton. The melody of
“Suzie-Q” came from a 1954 Clovers recording
“I’ve Got My Eyes On You” (Atlantic 1035 – June
‘54) and the lyrics refer to an old dance trend from
the ‘30s. Part of the guitar licks played by Muddy
Waters on “Turn The Lamp Down Low” (Chess –
1953) were blended with the Clovers tunes. Those
two recordings stayed unissued and were
eventually issued on Norton CD 256 “Daredevil” in
1997. On that session, recorded by Merle Kilgore
while on air an unknown black vocal group was
also present. On that first “Suzie Q” recording,
James Burton’s great infectious guitar licks were
already there being worked fo9r a long time in

Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
February 28, 2010
Thanks to Tapio Vaisanen, Billy Millar, Howard A.
Dewitt and Colin Escott.
(To be continued...)
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The Buzz

monthly issues our good friend Dave Carroll of
Jazz Junction fame came to our rescue with his
regular gig page on the TFTW website. I am sure
you will agree that they proved both very popular
and indeed superior to the old Buzz gig guides,

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

So reproduced below is Dave’s TFTW website gig
guide.

Hi Folks,
Welcome to the final paper issue Buzz. As most
of you loyal Woodies know, once Tales From The
Woods Magazine was unable to provide regular

10

11
12
15

19

20

4

9

12

Thank you Dave for all your help, take it away!

August 2010
Tuesday
Wayne ‘The Train’ Hancock
Luminaire
‘The King of Juke Joint Swing’ at
the venue that appears to have
taken over the Borderline’s
Americana mantle.
Wednesday Dale Watson
Luminaire
An ‘alt. Country’ favourite of
many (me included).
Thursday
Toots & The Maytals
O2 Academy, Islington
A quick return to the UK but this
time you’ll have to stand.
Sunday
Bob Andy
Jazz Cafe
A founder member of the
Paragons and a solo artist with
Studio One. But probably best
known for a recording of a Nina
Simone & Weldon Irvine song
with Marcia Griffiths.
Thursday
Giants of Rare Groove featuring Indigo2
Leroy Hutson
Only the hippest of soul fans need
apply.
Friday
Chas & His Band
Half Moon, Putney
Including special tribute to Jerry
Lee Lewis.
September 2010
Saturday
Larry Garner with the Norman
100 Club
Beaker Band
This is a tentative date at the
moment so let us all cross our
legs and pray, stroke our beads,
rub our rabbit paws, reach for
our Ashtamangala, or whatever.
Thursday
Sherman Robertson
New Crawdaddy Blues
Hard-working bluesman making Club, The Belvedere,
it easy for Essex music fans to get Hardings Elms Road,
down.
Crays Hill, Billericay
CM11 2UH, Essex
01702 347007.
Sunday
James Hunter
Lady Luck – Jive Stage
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£14

£13.50
£25
£16.50

£27.50 £49.50
£12

TBC

?

Free

16

Thursday

21

Tuesday

24

Friday

27

Monday

30

Thursday

8

Friday

9

Saturday

9

Saturday

21

Thursday

Appearing in the Mayor’s Thames
Festival at the Tate Modern
Forecourt.
Darden Smith
Ace American songwriter returns
almost six months to the day. It
can’t be only me that likes him
then.
Chatham County Line
Bluegrass band from North
Carolina. Appeared at the
Luminaire last September.
Wreckless Eric & Amy Rigby
Survivor of Stiff Records and
heroine of New York pop scene
bring their musical union to
London.
Corinne West & Kelly Joe Phelps
Roots/Americana/ folk artist
with ‘ideal musical partner’ and
former blues artist.
Eilen Jewell & Band
Country, folk, blues, eclectic Shakin’ All Over is liable to follow
a Billie Holiday song. An excellent
Dave Thomas recommendation
that won’t disappoint.
October 2010
Imelda May
This is what happens when you
get ‘discovered’ by Jools Holland.
And good luck to her and all who
now want to go and see her.
Little Willie Littlefield
A third Shakedown promotion for
Little Willie.
Keni Burke
Formerly one of The Five
Stairsteps who was ‘discovered’
Risin’ To The Top in 1981
returning to the UK with a live
band for the first time in over
twenty years.
Eric Taylor
Cheery southern songwriter, who
was formerly married to Nanci
Griffith (that’s one for the
celebrity watchers), returns
almost a year later to the scene of
his alcoholic triumph – well I was
with Dave and Mickey!
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8.00 pm
Green Note, Camden

£10

The Relentless Garage,
Highbury Corner

£15

The Lexington
96-98 Pentonville
Road, Islington,
London, N1 9JB

£10

The Slaughtered Lamb,
34-35 Great Sutton
Street
London EC1V 0DX
Luminaire

£14

The Forum, Kentish
Town

£11

£20 (inc
£2.50
b/fee)

Castor Village Hall

£16

Jazz Cafe
Why are tickets already
on sale? Is it an
indication extra nights
may be added if sales
are good?

£20

The Green Note,
Camden

£12

Saturday 18th September

Jimmy Powell
Raye Duval Rock’n’Roll Combo
Tales From The Woods Houseband
MC Rockin’ Ricky.

KINGS THEATRE
338 High Street, Chatham
Tales From The Woods
presents
an evening of skiffle & Rock’n’Roll

Live music from 5-30pm to 10pm
DJ from 10pm to 11pm
Tickets via Tales From The Woods Only.
£TBA [Woodie Reductions]

featuring the king of skiffle Chas McDevitt
Britain’s king of the banjo Pete Stanley
along with the Tales From The Woods
Houseband featuring John Longo.



Doors 7-30pm. tickets £12 from theatre
box office
Woodies £10 via usual contact methods.







Earl Street, Maidstone, Kent



Tales From The Woods
presents
A British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show
featuring

INN ON THE GREEN

Graham Fenton
Brian 'Licorice’ Locking’s Out Of The
Shadows Band
Dave Sampson
Tales From The Woods Houseband
MC Rockin’ Gerry
Doors 7-30pm
Tickets £TBA [Woodie Reductions]

Tales From The Woods Houseband &
Special Guests
Buffet and DJ.
7-30pm through to 11-30pm
Admission Free





HAZLITT THEATRE

Thorpe Close, Portobello Green Off
Portobello Road
nearest tubes Ladbroke Grove/Notting
Hill Gate
Tales From The Woods
presents
Keith Woods Birthday Party





Sunday 13th February

Saturday 25th September













Sunday 27th March

HALSTEAD EMPIRE



[near Braintree] Essex
Tales From The Woods
presents
A British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show
featuring

Sunday 30th January

100 CLUB
Oxford Street London W1
Tales From The Woods
presents
Back By Popular Request
2is No5/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage
Show

Brian 'Licorice’ Locking’s Out Of The
Shadows Band
Vince Eager, Dave Sampson
Tales From The Woods Houseband with
John Longo
MC Rockin’ Ricky.
Doors 7-30pm
Tickets £TBA [Woodie Reductions]

Featuring
Incredible Roy Young & Howie Casey
Graham Fenton Terry Wayne
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Mr Angry - John Howard
CD Reviews - Brian Clark

Booking The Big Beat Since
Johnny Burnette Was In
The Charts

Hellooo Baby - John Spencely
Soul Kitchen - John Soulboy Jolliffe
Charlie Gillett - Chas Hodges

Paul Barrett

Charlie Gillett - Harry Lamb

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
Rockabilly Rave - Tony Papard

(est. circa 1960)

Jakarta Blues - Gerard Homan

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Gene
Summers, Johnny Preston, Billy Lee
Riley, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Mac
Curtis, George Hamilton (rockabillin!)
IV,

4 Letter Word - Dominique Anglares
The Buzz Gigs - Dave Carroll
Marketing Manager- Ken Major
Pix - Paul Harris
Website - Alan Lloyd

As well as the Chas Hodges
Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the
Lennerockers, and Big Bad Shakin'

Dogsbody - ‘H’

One call, book 'em all.









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com

‘Tales from the Woods’






25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA
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And signing off for the last time on real paper
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Remember – you’re only young twice
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